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CONVENTION DATES CHANGED TO MAY 10-11-12

AT the request of the Executive Council, the dates for this year's Con
vention were postponed one week from the dates announced in the

March issue of the Diamond.

The Omega Chapter is to be our host, and they are making elaborate
plans to make this convention the most noteworthy one in the history
of the fraternity. In addition to the Omega Chapter acting as hosts,
the Alumni Association of Psi Upsilon in Chicago has (volunteered to be
joint host in order to plan and emphasize the new feature of this year's
convention, namely, the first annual convocation of alumni of the fra
ternity.
A very representative Executive Committee has been appointed to

gether vdth a complete list of alunmi representatives of each chapter
who will make up the general committee along with the members of the
Executive Committee. They are as follows:

WILLIAM SCOTT BOND, Omega '98, Honorary Chairman
WALKER G. McLAURY, Omega '03, Honorary Vice-Cbairman
ERNEST J. STEVENS, Omega '04, Honorary Vice-Cbairman
R. BOURKE CORCORAN, Omega '15, Chairman
PIERRE BROSSEAU, Omega '23, Secretary

Representmg Alunmi Association of Representing Omega Alumni
Psi Upsilon m OMoago ^ ^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ,^g

E. M. Anderson, Iota '14 W. C. Bickle, Omega '12
Thomas P. Mehlhop, Phi '19 � � ^ ,.

Miller Munson, Rho '14 H. C. Darling, Omega '07

E. L. Murphy, Omicron '07 F. B. Evans, Omega '15
E. B. Pierce, Beta '13 H. D. Sulcer, Omega '05

Representing Omsga Active Chapter
Edward B. Adams, Omega '29

Griffing Bancroft, Jr., Omega '30
William C. Hagen, Omega '28
Edward R. Hibben, Omega '28
Vincent K. Libby, Omega '28

Chapter Representatives
THETA�Ralph Hunt, '19 PSI�Thomas Hickok, '27
DELTA�James B. Van Vleck, '00 XI�Henry L. Davis. '00
BETA�Shreve Badger, '19 ALPHA�Horatio S. White, '73
SIGMA-^Frank A. Farnham, '16 Cambridge Mass.
GAMMA�Percival B. Palmer, Jr., '04 UPSILON�Samuel M. Havens, '99
ZETA�Warren C. Agry, 'II IOTA�Dr. E. A. Oliver, '05
LAMBDA�^Edward J. Bermingham, '09 PHI�F. W. Mehlhop, '88
KAPPA�Ralph N. Gushing, '05 OMEGA�Roderick Macpherson, '16

131
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PI�Horace M. Ford, '87 EPSILON�George P. Griifiths, Jr., '20
CHI�John R. Bensley, '00 Los Angeles, Calif.
BETA BETA�H. L. Brainard, '15 OMICRON�Walter E. Hayne, '17
ETA�Leslie F. Muter, '17 DELTA DELTA�Marquis Bowman, '20
TAU�Ralph C. Guenther, '26 THETA THETA�A. J. Westland, '26
MU�Joseph G. Hubbell, '98 NU�John Carrick, '26
RHO�Gordon Shorney, '21 EPSILON PHI�Eugene Vinet, 'II

Committee Address�30 North Dearborn Street, Chicago

The headquarters for the convention will be The Stevens, which is

Chicago's newest hotel and the largest one in the world. Ernest J.
Stevens, Omega '04, owner, has volunteered to do his utmost to make this
convention an outstanding success. It is planned to house official dele
gates and other undergraduate members in attendance, on one floor.
The floor above will be reserved for alumni, and will also be the location
for what will be knovm as the Psi Upsilon Club of Chicago, during the
three days of the convention.

The two official delegates from each chapter will be the guests of their
hosts during their stay in Chicago and their only expense will be their
breakfasts and banquet fee. All other undergraduates will be housed at
the special rate of $2.00 per day per brother�and given special con
sideration by their hosts on all other fees. Details will be mailed to the
several chapters.

The alumni may reserve rooms at $3.50 per day up according to their
desires, and only small charges will be made for the various attractions
excepting the usual banquet fee.

All who plan to attend the convention are requested to make reserva

tions at once, either through the committee or direct to H. C. Darlington,
Omega '07, Assistant Manager of the Stevens.

The general committee is making plans for at least 1,000 brothers to be
in attendance at the banquet on Saturday evening, May 12.

An attractive three-day program is to be provided for the undergradu
ates and a special series of activities will be set forth for the alumni for
the same period. These will include many joint sessions and entertain
ments.

On Thursday, May 10, the sessions will be at the Omega Chapter house
with a luncheon served by the Mothers' Club of the chapter.

Saturday will be devoted to many interesting features, such as meet
ings by each chapter and their alumni. Separate rooms will be assigned
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to each chapter desiring such meetings and the presidents of each chap
ter alumni association will be urged to call a meeting of his members for
Saturday morning. May 12. This will be followed by a general alumni
meeting and luncheon. The afternoon will be devoted to various forms
of entertainment, followed by the banquet at 7 p. m.

A special souvenir will be awarded to the alumnus present who has
come the greatest distance to be present at the convention.

A special committee is at work arranging for groups of alumni to be

present from verious cities, and already definite assurances have been
received from alumni in the following cities that they will head up dele

gations to the convention :

St. Paul, Minn. New York, N. Y.

Minneapolis, Minn. Cincinnati, Ohio
Kansas City, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio
St. Louis, Mo. Columbus, Ohio
Jackson, Mich. ^^^^^ ^^ q^^^
Detroit, Mich. _,.^^ ,

_

�

'

Toronto, Ontario Pittsburgh, Pa.

Syracuse, N. Y. Madison, Wis.

Montreal, Quebec Milwaukee, Wis.

The committee feels sure it will secure delegations from

Albany, N. Y. Hartford, Conn.

Schenectady, N. Y. Providence, R. I.

Rochester, N. Y. Vancouver, B. C.

Buffalo, N. Y. Los Angeles, Calif.
Glenns Falls, N. Y. San Francisco, Calif.

Portland, Ore. Seattle, Wash.

Boston, Mass.
,

Portland, Me.

Philadelphia, Pa. Denver, Colo.

Utica, N. Y. Memphis, Tenn.

Arrangements for special convention train rates are being made by a

transportation committee headed by Harold F. Yegge, Omega '23, 500 N.

Dearborn St., Chicago, aad if 250 delegates, undergraduates and alumni

purchase railroad tickets the return trip rate will be at one-half fare.

Brother Yegge is also planning a special train out of New York City
on May 9 at 8 :45 a. m., which will gather in! all who can make it over

the New York Central R. R. (another strong Psi U organization) to

Buffalo and then via the Michigan Central R. R. through Detroit, arriving
at Chicago at about 8 a. m. on Thursday, May 10. Arrangements will

also be made for alumni groups from other cities if inquiries are ad-

aressed to Brother Yegge.
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Every Psi U man in the country should decide now on attending this

convention, to renew the old ties, see the old classmates and fellow

chapter men, and to meet the legion of Psi U brothers who will be

present.

Send in your reservation to the committee today and then write each
member of your delegation to be present at the convention for the chapter
and delegation roll call.

See you at the Stevens on May 10-11-12.

$25.00 PRIZE FOR LYRICS FOR A PSI U SONG

TUST one more item of interest for the convention this year and that is :

J R. Bourke Corcoran, Omega '15, has offered a prize to be awarded
the undergraduate member of the fraternity who sends in the best lyrics
of a Psi U song to be used with the air of "The U. S. Field Artillery
March" ("and the caissons go rolling along").
The undergraduate members of the fraternity who desire to submit

lyrics in competition for the cash prize of $25.00 are asked to send them

in, typewritten on single side of paper;, to The Diamond, 30 No. Dearborn

Street, Chicago, by May 1, 1928. The judges to make the award vdll be
Prof. Percy Holmes Boynton, Gamma '97, of the University of Chicago,
Elbridge B. Pierce, Beta '13, and Henry Kitchell Webster, Psi '97, all
of Chicago. The prize will be awarded at the convention.

CHAPTER ALUMNI ASSOCIATE EDITORS

IN accordance with the suggestion of the Alumni Conference, the Board
Of Editors of the Diamond will inaugurate a new policy starting with

the June issue. An alumnus of each chapter will be appointed as his

chapter's alumni associate editor and one alumnus in each of the prin
cipal cities will also be similarly designated. These brothers will be
urged to send in items of interest concerning any member of his
chapter or other chapters, that come to their attention, clippings, pictures,
etc. No formal letters are necessary unless the brother so desires.

Naturally articles on any subject will be most welcome from these
brothers�and other alumni. It is pleasing to note the ever inereasitig
number of alumni who are now sending in clippings and articles.
These are always appreciated by our readers and the Board of Editors.



WELCOME TO EPSILON PHI CHAPTER OF
PSI UPSILON

McGILL UNIVERSITY, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA

ON Saturday, March 17, the Executive Council, imder the leadership
of President Earl D. Babst, initiated into Psi Upsilon ninety-four

members of the Epsilon Phi Society of McGill University and installed
this new chapter of our fraternity as the Epsilon Phi Chapter. In des
ignating this chapter by its old name, Psi Upsilon again followed tradi
tion and at the same time afforded the new chapter an opportunity to

keep its old name which of course was more than pleasing to their
members.

The establishment of this chapter is our first installation since the Nu

Chapter was installed in 1920, and marks our second chapter in Canada.

Nearly three hundred members of the fraternity journeyed to Montreal
to be present at our impressive initiation and installation ceremony, eon-
ducted by Brothers Babst, Corcoran and Stevens of the Executive
Council and assisted by Brothers Walter T. Collins, Herbert S. Houston,
A. Avery Hallock of the Council, and Brothers H. P. Douglas, Frederick
B. Richards, W. J. Hanley, Peter GaBauer and others representing the
active chapters.

Many items were presented to the new chapter in behalf of Psi Upsilon
and during the splendid singing of our fine old songs the initiates were

received in the Bonds of Psi^Upsilon.
An Associated Press dispatch of February 27 carried the following

news item:

"Chief Justice William Howard Taft, Honorary President, and Sir

Henry W. Thornton, President, of the Psi Upsilon Alumni Association
of Canada, were notified today that a charter had been granted for a

chapter of this old college fraternity in McGill University at Montreal.
The president of the fraternity, Mr. Earl D. Babst, head of the American
Sugar Refining Company^ gave this statement to the Associated Press:

" 'Psi Upsilon, which is to celebrate its hundredth anniversary at
Union College, its birthplace, in 1933, has entered Canada a second time
to establish a chapter. The first chapter was installed in Toronto Uni

versity several years ago. Now a second Canadian chapter will be
formed at McGill, the formal installation taking place in Montreal on
March 17. This fraternal invasion of these two great Canadian uni
versities has been strongly supported by Chief Justice Taft, a Yale Psi U

135
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of the class of 1878, who for over thirty years has had his summer home
at Murray Bay, Quebec. While its Chief Justice, with the Supreme
Court in session, cannot attend the installation of the new chapter, it is
expected that all members of the Executive Council and every chapter
in the fraternity will be represented at Montreal, making the gathering
of Psi U's the largest ever held outside of the United States. AU the

plans for this international gathering are in charge of Sir Henry W.
Thornton, President of the Canadian National Railways and a University
of Pennsylvania Psi U of the class of 1894. '

' ' The chapter that is to be installed has been in existence at McGill for
twenty-five years as a local fraternity under the name of Epsilon Phi. ' '

On Sunday, March 18, many newspapers in the United States and
Canada published a story of the installation such as the following which
appeared in the New York Herald Tribune :

McGiLL Chapter op Psi Upsilon Begins Carbee

"Montreal, March 17.�A new chapter of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity,
the second in Canada, was installed today in McGill University. Repre
sentatives from each of the^ twenty-seven chapters of the fraternity and
hundreds of alumni from all parts of the United States and Canada made
the occasion one of international friendship.
"Chief Justice William Howard Taft of the United States Supreme

Court struck the dominant note of the day in a message read at the in
stitution, saying:
" 'I am greatly gratified that Psi U has taken in the McGill chapter,

as well as the Toronto chapter. It will strengthen the society to have
Psi U well established in both of them and will serve to strengthen a

union of feeling between Canada and the United States in university
atmosphere. '

"The response to this note of goodwill from the Chief Justice, a Yale
Psi U, of the class of 1878, was made by Sir Henry W. Thornton, presi
dent of the Canadian National Railways and a University of Pennsyl
vania Psi U, class of 1894, who said :

" 'The establishment of the chapter at McGill University represents
another link in the chain of friendship which for many decades has
bound together the peoples of the United States and Canada. '

"The impressive ritual of installation was in charge of the president
of the Executive Council of Psi Upsilon, Earl D. Babst, of New York,
president of the American Sugar Refining Company; Dr. George H.
Fox, Walter T. Collins, R. Bourke Corcoran, Herbert S. Houston, A.
Avery Hallock and Edward L, Stevens.
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"After the installation of the chapter�Epsilon Phi�^^and the initia
tion, the gathering was entertained at a luncheon at the Mount Royal
Hotel. The principal of McGill University, Sir Arthur W. Currie, ex

tended a welcome.
' ' In responding, President Babst said :

' Psi Upsilon is a living broth
erhood. Bring men together anywhere, but especially in college, and they
begin to divide naturally into groups. Psi Upsilon is an answer to that
need. Its success has become a romance ; its ideals have become a tra

dition. It interprets life to its sons through priceless companionships
and friendships. It cultivates self-reliance and self-respect. It sets

high the banner of honor, integrity, courtesy and chivalry. It glorifies
manhood, womanhood, scholarship and citizenship.'
"Sir Henry W. Thornton in his address said: 'Fraternal organiza

tions represent a steadying influence in the world of business and in

social intercourse. These fraternities, and none more so than our own,
have exercised in undergraduate life, the same influence which marks
Free Masonry and other similar activities. Indeed, the influence which
comes to young men in their plastic condition of mind in their youth
has a material effect upon their later development.

'

Following the ceremonies, which began at 11:30 a. m., a formal
luncheon was served at the Mount Royal Hotel; over 300 were present.
Congratulatory telegrams by the score were received and read at this

luncheon, having been sent by alumni associations and chapters of the

fraternity. Every chapter excepting the Theta Theta at Seattle, Wash.,
and the Epsilon at Berkeley, Calif., were actually represented at this
luncheon. The Nu chapter at Toronto lead the list with 38 actives and

graduates present.
Addresses by Earl D. Babst, President of the Fraternity, Sir Henry

Thornton, Tau '94, and Hugh Montgomery, Epsilon Phi '28, followed
the luncheon. General Sir Arthur Currie, G. C. M. G., K. C. B., L,L. D.,
Principal of McGill University and the Commander of the Canadian
I'orces in the World War, had accepted our invitation to be present but
was called out of town on important business for the university, but he
designated one of the alumni to represent him and to present a beautiful
silk Union Jack to our Fraternity in his name. This is indeed a treasure

in our archives and was accepted in the name of the fraternity by Herbert
S. Houston, of the Executive Council, President of the Cosmos Newspaper
Syndicate, whose stirring response fitted this touching occasion.

' ' Sir Arthur Currie has interpreted admirably, and in the most fitting
way, the international significance of this occasion by the gift of this flag.
It is accepted by the Executive Council for the whole Fraternity as a
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lasting symbol of friendship and good will between Canada and the
United States.

"At our annual conventions it will be given a place of equal honor
with the Stars and Stripes, both standing for liberty and fraternity. In
the silken folds of each will be wrapped the common heritage of two great
free people. Together they will be entwined as a perpetual sign to the
world that the enduring foundation of peace is friendship. Today this

flag and our flag fly along a border of three thousand miles without a
fort or a gun to protect them. They have a far stronger protection�an

abiding affection in the hearts of both great democracies for each other.

"I cannot forego a special word for a famous Psi U who regretted
deeply that he could not be here today and who interprets as does no

other citizen of either country the significance of Sir Arthur Currie 's

gift. Of course I refer to William Howard Taft, Beta '78, former Presi
dent of the United States and the present Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court. For thirty-five years he has been a summer resident of Canada
in his cottage at Murray Bay. He was a staunch supporter of Epsilon
Phi in its efforts for a Psi U charter, just as he was a supporter of the
Nu at Toronto. In his great human personality he embodies the true

spirit symbolized in this gift�^the spirit of eternal friendship between
Canada and the United States."

Brother Daniel P. Gillmor, K. C, President of the Alumni Association
of the new Epsilon Phi Chapter, ably presided at the luncheon. Toasts
to the King and to the President of the United States were followed by
Psi Upsilon songs.

President Babst's Remarks on the History op Psi Upsilon

"Psi Upsilon, to whose crown we have just added a new and worthy
jewel, was founded at Union College, November 24, 1833. It is my
pleasure to speak to you briefly of that founding, and, still more briefly,
to trace the series of events which after nearly a century have led us

to this city, to this renowned university and to the exercises of this hour.

"The Seven Founders were Samuel Goodale, Sterling Goodale Had-

ley, Edward Martindale and George Washington Tuttle, of the sopho
more class ; and Robert Barnard, Charles Washington Harvey and Mer-
win Henry Stewart of the freshman class. Two were from Massa

chusetts, the others from New York. Three out of the seven received
Phi Beta Kappa keys, six their A. B. in course, and the seventh after
wards attained scholastic honors. The formation of Psi Upsilon was a

secret for a time; not until June, 1834, was the badge publicly worn.

Meanwhile in December had been initiated three members of the class of
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'36, and later five from '36 and one from '37, and thus was established
the first Greek letter society with members from all classes. Psi U's of
all generations well may scan the roll of the early initiates at Union and

ponder their undergraduate and alumni distinctions,

"The thought of extending Psi Upsilon to other colleges seems to have

developed very early. In 1837 a branch was established at the Univer

sity of the City of New York. This chapter was named Delta. At the

suggestion of Maunsell Van Rennselaer, afterwards President of Hobart
College, the special title Theta was adopted for the mother chapter. The
third chapter. Beta, was instituted at Yale in 1839 by the brilliant and
versatile William E. Robinson, who aided in establishing the Sigma at
Brown in 1840, and the Gamma at Amherst in 1841. Two more chapters,
the Zeta at Dartmouth and the Lambda at Columbia, were formed in
1842 ; and in the year following the circle of Psi Upsilon was increased
to ten by the admission of the Kappa, the Psi, and the Xi, at Bowdoin,
Hamilton and Wesleyan University. Thus within a decade after its
foundation and before many of the Greek letter organizations of today
were in existence, Psi Upsilon had become a vndely spread intercollegiate
fraternity.
"Willard Fiske, Psi '51, associate editor of the Ninth General Cata

logue and author of many of our well known songs, initiated only a few

years after the close of the first decade, has left in the 'Story of Psi

Upsilon' a memorable history of early days. The 'Story' first read at

the Convention of 1876 with the Psi, afterwards was re-read, with some

revisions, at the Semi-Centennial with the Theta in 1883. This is Fiske 's
brief estimate of Psi Upsilon at the end of its first decade :

' The number
of chapters was now ten�one for each year of the society 's age. In their
several institutions these chapters ocupied positions at least as eminent
as those held by the older organizations. The constitution of the fra

ternity had turned out to be an instrument admirably adapted to its

purpose. The various members of the federation were united to each

other by close ties ; the domain they occupied was a compact one,�the

easternmost limit being Bowdoin and the westernmost Hamilton,�per

mitting to the chapters easy and frequent intercourse. The literary
exercises of the meetings were maintained with laudable energy and

strictness, and were of such a character that the members of that period
still recur to them with pride. In the selection of candidates, scholarship
was regarded as well as good fellowship, while the attributes especially
sought for were manly frankness and sincerity of purpose, without which
there can be no true friendship�^no veritable brotherhood. The effects

of all this were everywhere felt and seen in the rising strength and repu
tation of the fraternity.'
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"From 1843 to the Semi-Centennial in 1883 was a period of almost
uninterrupted success. It was a period of a slowly growing chapter
roll. Only eight chapters were added in the entire forty years�the
Alpha, Upsilon, Iota, Phi, Omega, Pi, Chi and the Beta Beta. The 'do
main' was still compact. The first Catalogue had been published at New
Haven. The first and second Song-Books followed, both largely com

posed and both published by the Beta. These Song-Books, says Jacobs,
were 'undoubtedly the earliest printed collection of American student

lyrics,' and some of them, like Finch's Smoking Song, have become
' the comon possession of the whole student world. ' ' The custom of pub
lic literary exercises,' says Fiske, 'in connection with these yearly fes
tivals (the annual conventions) now likewise became established, and did
much to elevate the repute of the fraternity in the eyes of the Philistine
world. '

"During this period a fundamental change occurred in the adminis
tration of the fraternity. While earlier the convention has been suffi
cient for aU purposes of administration, with the growing chapter roll
there arose the need of a small permanent committee too carry on between
conventions. This led, at the Gamma convention of 1857, to the forma
tion of an Executive Committee composed of Morgan Dix, Lambda '48,
Henry R. Stiles, Delta '52, and William H. L. Barnes, Beta '55, all of
whom resided in New York. At the convention with the Theta in 1869,
an Executive Council of five members was instituted and so continued
until 1907, when, at the convention with the Delta, the membership was

enlarged to ten and so continues. In 1877 Herbert L. Bridgman,
Gamma '66, was elected to the Executive Council, and until his death
in 1924, for a period of forty-seven years, was the leading spirit of Psi
Upsilon, but withal a leader so modest that he would be the first to dis
claim the title. During his long service as President of the Council the
fraternity published four general catalogues, four song-books, the
Diamond, and added eleven chapters, all but the Epsilon instituted by
Bridgman under the authority of the Council.

"Just as the first catalogue and the first song-book originated at the
Yale chapter, so did also the first building constructed for the purposes
of Psi Upsilon. The lodge of the Beta, completed in 1870, was the fore
runner of many chapter homes, until at present all of the twenty-seven
active chapters are established in their own property. The idea of a

building for fraternity headquarters originated either at Michigan or at

Kenyon in the forties.

"In the second half century from 1883, now nearing completion in the
approaching Centennial of 1933, the fraternity has witnessed a remark
able extension not only within the United States, but into Canada as
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well�the Eta, Tau, Mu, Rho, Epsilon, Omicron, Delta Delta, Theta
Theta, Nu, and now Epsilon Phi at Lehigh, Pennsylvania, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, California, Illinois, Williams, Washington, Toronto and
McGill respectively. Hand in hand with the extension of the chapter
roll has come the growth of alumni organizations until Founder's Day,
initiations and commencements find the alumni of each chapter assembled
in reunion in growing numbers to carry on the traditions, sing the songs,
and keep alive the friendships which abound so joyously in our brother
hood. A roll of these organizations is continent wide, while each chap
ter, in addition, has its own corporate body to hold its property and to

carry on its philistine obligations.
"Conventions come and go with the years, following a traditional

order of visits to the chapters, calling together delegates of the under

graduate membership in the exercise of the supreme power of Psi

Upsilon. Starting in 1926 annual conferences of alumni representatives
have been held to strengthen and to support the work of the convention
as it is carried on by the Executive Council, bringing the alumni into
intimate touch and responsibility for the maintenance at the chapters
of leadership of worth and character and to guard against that temporary
decadence which often follows a single unworthy election.
"Catalogues appear at intervals, the latest being 'The General Cata

logue' of 1917. Song-books, edition after edition, are worthy of a

lyrical history which only awaits an appraising pen. The Diamond, a

quarterly of widespread interest, has already passed into its fourteenth

volume, and is supported by an endowment fund.
' 'While some organization, even in a brotherhood, seems necessary, yet

the Executive Council, although generously endowed by the conventions
with large powers, guides the fraternity through tradition and prece

dence, relying on the chapters and their alumni to maintain ,and deserve
the high privilege of membership in Psi Upsilon. 'A wholesome force,'
as Fiske said, 'has been the earnest and enduring devotion of a few
men�the chivalric knights of our order, and hereafter the heroes of its

legendary age, who did not permit the dousing gates of college life to

shut out from their hearts the love and the memory of Psi Upsilon, but
who have continued to haunt the old halls and to lay upon the old altars

the kindly and grateful offering of an affection mellow and ripened by
life 's varied experiences. '
"In closing this outline of our history no mention has been made of

our presidents, justices, judges, senators, educators, authors, artists, in
dustrialists and great men. Psi Upsilon lives not in the fame of a few

great sons but in the fame of the entire roll, the pastoi;, doctor, lawyer,
farmer, banker, clerk�the employed and the employer. Psi Upsilon
is a living brotherhood.
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' ' Man is a social being. Bring men together anywhere, but especially
in college, and they begin to divide naturally into groups. Psi Upsilon
is an answer to that need. Its success has become a romance ; its ideals
have become a tradition. It interprets life to its sons through priceless
companionships and friendships. It cultivates self-reliance and self-

respect. It sets high the banner of honor, integrity, courtesy and chiv

alry. It glorifies manhood, womanhood, scholarship and citizenship.

"In the living brotherhood, in its ideals and precedents, there are

active forces and necessary forces of discipline which act and react on

the individual as well as on the group. Not mere congeniality�but

active, helpful friendship is the crowning value of Psi Upsilon. Nowhere
else among the countless associations of men have we an enduring struc

ture, founded on romance, nurtured by brotherhood and exalted by
helpful friendship, all in an atmosphere of youth and learning.
" So in the spirit of a brotherhood which outruns even national bound

aries, Psi Upsilon embraces her sons of the Epsilon Phi Chapter and
bids them uphold boldly their own high traditions and to pass on bright
and unsullied the shield of our beloved Psi Upsilon."

During the luncheon a telegram was sent to Chief Justice William
Howard Taft, Beta '78, reading:

"Chief Justice William Howard Taft,
"Washington, D. C, U. S. A.

"Nearly three hundred Psi Upsilons at the installation today of the

Epsilon Phi Chapter send their greetings to you with great appreciation
for the interest and encouragement you have given to Psi Upsilon in

taking this international step so full of promise to our beloved fraternity.
"Earl D. Babst, President Executive Council."

to which he replied :

Supreme Court op the United States

Washington, D. C.
"My dear Mr. President:

"I was very much pleased and touched by the kindly telegram of
greeting sent by you in the name of the members of Psi U who gathered
to welcome into our Fraternity the Epsilon Psi Chapter at Montreal.
I think with you that this international step is fuU of promise to all of us.

"Wm. H. Tapt."
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Epsilon Phi Chapter House�MoGill Univeesitt
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Four Xu Brothers on Canadian Olympic World's Champion Hockey Team

Upper Row�J. C. Porter (Captain), Defense; Dr. J. T. A. Sullivan, '26, Goal
Lower Row�X. K. Mueller, '28, Goallie; Frank G. Sullivan, 2.3, Right Wi.vc

( iSee page ]53)
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Telegrams of greeting and best wishes mere received from the Montreal
Chapters of Zeta Psi and Alpha Delta Phi.

In the evening folowing the installation Brother Sir Henry Thornton
was host to the gathering at a buffet supper, smoker and songfest at the
Hunt Club of Montreal.

The Diamond takes this opportunity to extend its hearty welcome to
our our new chapter. May she live forever and prosper in the living
brotherhood of Psi Upsilon.

McGILL UNIVERSITY

McGill University was founded under Royal Charter in 1821, by an

endowment of the Hon. James McGill. To-day the university includes
the following faculties and departments: Faculty of Arts, Faculty of

Applied Sciences, Faculty of Law, Faculty of Dentistry, Faculty of
Medicine and Department of Pharmacy, Conservatorium of Music,
School of Commerce, Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research, School
for Graduate Nurses, School for Social Workers, School of Physical
Education.

Macdonald College at Ste. Anne de Bellevue, about twenty miles from
Montreal, is incorporated with the University and includes the Depart
ments of Agriculture, Household Science and School of Teachers.

The University Buildings are: The Arts Building or McGill College,
the Conservatorium of Music, Medical Building, Biological Building,
Pathological Institute, Macdonald Engineering Building, Macdonald

Chemistry and Mining Building, Macdonald Physics Building, University
Library, Observatory, Redpath Museum, Royal Victoria College (for
women), Strathcona Hall, and the Student's Union. The affiliated theo

logical colleges have each a separate building.
The registration at McGill is approximately 3,000.

Hahj Alma Mater

Hail, Alma Mater, we sing to thy praise,
Great our affection though feeble our lays,
Nestling so peaceful and calm 'neath the hill,
Fondly we love thee, our dear old McGill.



THIRD ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF ALUMNI

REPRESENTATIVES
Each year the Executive Council invites the oificial alumni representatives of each

chapter to a joint meeting with the Council to consider various matters of interest
to the several chapters and the fraternity as a whole. The alumni representatives
are those alumni of each chapter elected annually for one year terms by their

chapter to be the liason brother between the Council and the chapter. Am alumnus
so elected usually is one who resides near the chapter and has an intimate knowledge
of its affairs.�Editob.

THE congregational character of Psi Upsilon has often been com

mented upon. Constitutionally, the fraternity is composed of inde
pendent undergraduate chapters which are bound together only by the
legislation they themselves effect in convention, and by the supervision
of their representatives on the Executive Council. Unlike the alumni of
some fraternities, ours have no direct part in the shaping of policies.
But though this fact has been recognized and generally approved, the

immense influence for good of a well-organized alumni body on the life
of a Chapter has also been recognized ; and three years ago, to strengthen
and co-ordinate this influence, a conference of the representatives of
alumni organizations was held in New York. At that meeting it was

decided that the conference should be continued ; but, for reasons which
then seemed to be good, that it should be composed of alumni representa
tives of the Chapters, rather than of the alumni organizations ; and last

year the delegates were so chosen.

This year, as the guests of Mr. Earl D. Babst, President of the Execu
tive Council, the representatives of the chapters again met in New York,
on Saturday, February 26, and during a very pleasant luncheon at the
University Club informally discussed a number of topics of widespread
interest and of importance to every member of Psi Upsilon. These

topics, which had been outlined by the Council, were : Scholarship, the
Centennial, the Diamond, chapted histories, and the fraternity archives.

The Arohivek

Speaking for the Council, Brother Babst, who acted as chairman of the
meeting, said that the archives of the fraternity had for many years been
kept in a storage warehouse in New York. Here are gathered all the
song books, the catalogs, copies of Psi U literature, such as Willard
Fiske 's "Story of Psi Upsilon" and Jacobs' "Epitome," and the chapter
histories. Also there are innumerable scrap-books which contain notices
of initiations, newspaper accounts of dinners, and a complete file of the
records of conventions. Of these scrap-books, said Brother Babst, per
haps the most interesting are what is known as the Jacobs collection.
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For a period of thirty or forty years, Brother Jacobs filed chapter by
chapter everything that he could lay his hands on, not only of current
events, but memorabilia which he was able to extract from alumni. In
the Jacobs material there is also a collection of chapter records.
"There is one," said the speaker, "from the Phi Chapter which

appears in a book the size of an ordinary lawyer's journal, somewhat
larger than the Dartmouth Alumni Magazine. It was the duty of a

senior each year to write the history of the Chapter for that year. This
data, starting with the year 1860, runs over until about 1885 in a long
hand account, which is very interesting to those who knew the men at

the Phi. For instance, one of the very early accounts is of the gathering
at the initiation banquet where the song of Professor Walter, "When it
Comes to Mild September, ' ' was first sung. That is now a great song at

Phi. Professor Walter wrote it when he was a sophomore, a few months
after his initiation, and it was copied into the book just as a poem for
the occasion. Since then it has become one of the great songs of the

fraternity. ' '

Brother Babst then pointed out that of late years the Council has been

getting less and less material from the chapters. But, he said, "We are

anxious that the flow should be continued undiminished. We ask you
to send in all the material which relates to each of the chapters and we

will take care of it and put it in proper form." He also raised the

question whether in connection with the coming Centennial, provision
should not be made for the proper housing of the hundred years' ac
cumulations; ,and then turned to the importance of each chapter main
taining its own archives.
"I remember," he said, "that some of the most thrilling moments of

my life were those spent in reading in the old archives of the Iota the

letters that Brother Roger Peters wrote to the alumni at the time the

Iota was down to one man. He brought that Chapter back in order to

preserve the prestige of Psi Upsilon before the student body. No one

can read those letters without being thrilled by the wonderful loyalty
that brother had, and the great influence he exerted in carrying on the

Chapter. There is a similar instance in the history of the Theta. At

one time the Theta had no men at all ; but a few alumni carried on until

conditions changed, and the Chapter was once more on its feet. These

are only fugitive examples. They show, however, the importance of col

lecting inspiring and interesting material by the individual chapters."
Chapter Histories

Closely related to the question of archives is that of printed histories.

No one who is aware of the quantity and character of the material in the

custody of the Council can fail to be impressed that a new history of
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Psi Upsilon is much to be desired. But that work, if it is to be at all

worthy, will not be born of a resolution or even of a great need. It

awaits the loving brother, the Fiske or Jacobs of the present generation,
who, inspired by our great record and having some gift of words, is

impelled to set forth the story of our beginnings anew, and to add the

even more glorious developments of the past half century.

Meanwhile, however, much can undoubtedly be done in the way of

permanently recovering the past by means of chapter histories. A

typical history is that of the Phi written by Brother Jacobs shortly
after he finished the "Epitome." This little book of 122 pages, which

was exhibited to the Conference, records the chapter histoiy of the fra

ternity, the history of the University of Michigan, the efforts to obtain

a charter, the installation, the annals of the Chapter House, the songs of

the Phi, membership, class delegations and the like. Now, said Brother

Babst, the Council is eager that before the Centennial such histories shall
be written of all the chapters. A new history of the Phi, he said, had
been undertaken by Brother Standish Backus ; Brother Leo Wertheimer,
the editor of the Twelfth General Catalogue, is writing one of the Iota,
and Brother Bourke Corcoran is at work on the Omega. Dean Randall
of Brown reported to the Conference that two undergraduates of Brown
are engaged on the Sigma, Brother Naylor, Secretary of the Council,
made himself responsible for the Zeta, and Brother Abbott volunteered
for the Delta.

At least a half dozen chapter histories have, therefore, been definitely
arranged for, and it is hoped that by the time the next Conference is

held this number may at least be doubled.

The Diamond
The opinion of the Conference was asked as to the Diamond. There

was no question in the mind of any one as to the immense value of the

magazine to the fraternity. The Diamond was described as "The very
best publication now going out in the fraternity world," and high and

loving tributes were paid to Brother Corcoran, to his assistants, and to
the excellent Advisory Council consisting of Brothers Houston, Hunger-
ford, Mason and Fisher. The discussion also brought forth that the

magazine is now solidly established with 3500 subscribers, 3000 of whom
are life members, and an endowment fund of approximately $30,000.
Each initiate pays $10.00 to this fund, and it is hoped that the magazine
will soon be self-supported from the income.

The further request for suggestions as to how the Diamond can be
made better, more appealing especially to the alumni, drew from Brother
Herbert S. Reynolds of the Phi one of the most constructive ideas of the
Conference. This was that in addition to the letters from the under-
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graduate chapters, a department of alumni correspondence should be
instituted. The idea, which was enthusiastically adopted, was left to
the editors to be worked out. But during the discussion it was suggested
that an alumnus should be designated from each chapter and regional
alumni association whose duty it would be not only to send in items for
editorial use, but to write periodically a letter giving the activities of
his association and its members. Further it was pointed out that if
these letters were to deal not merely with personalities, but with the
policies of the associations, how they functioned and with what success,
the letters could be made of great interest to all alumni irrespective of
chapter affiliations. With a good deal of assurance it can be said that
Psi Upsilon has thus far failed fully to realize the value of well-coordi
nated alumni activity. That this want can in some measure at least be
filled by alumni correspondence is evident.

Scholarship

By far the greater part of the time of the Conference was devoted
to the question of scholarship. No specific reports were asked for; but
such as were given incidentally justify the impression that the standing
of our chapters generally is much lower than it should be. In many
instances indeed it is apparently not very far from the bottom in fra
ternity rankings. In defense of this situation it was said that Psi Up
silon stands for something more than scholarship ; that college marks are

not necessarily a true indication either of intellectual ability, or of suc
cess in later life; and that the results are due not more to the student
than to the institution which fails to provide stimulating and interesting
teaching.
On the other hand, it was insisted that though grades are by no

means conclusive, they are after all the best indication we have of suc
cess or failure in the particular kind of business the student is engaged
in; and, by many speakers, that there is a very real relation between

college and life achievement. Many investigations, of which the most

recent is that of the American Bell Telephone Company, establish this
fact. Moreover, though the ideal member of Psi Upsilon is undoubtedly
a gentleman, he is, as well, an educated gentleman, and the youth who
is compelled to leave college because of failure in scholarship can rarely
be described as an educated man.

A criticism that may perhaps not unfairly be passed on a good deal
of this discussion is that it dwelt too much on the purpose of college
training�a subject on which few persons are likely wholly to agree�

and too little on the very practical question of the admittedly too low

standing of many of our chapters, and how this condition can be rem

edied. Yet the afternoon was not without some concrete suggestions that
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are worthy of serious consideration. It was proposed by Brother Hous
ton that the alumni of each chapter make a scholarship award, a part
to go to the member of the chapter having the highest grades, and a part
to the chapter for improvement of its position. Also he advocated a

national award by the Council to the chapter which made the greatest
progress in scholarship; and that the relative standing of our chapters
in their universities be regularly collected and published by the Diamond.
Brother Peter GaBauer of the Pi advanced the novel idea of a Marathon
in which ranking would take account not only of scholarship but of a

chapter's participation in all forms of extra-curriculum activity, ath

letics, literary societies, musical clubs, and the like. Another valuable
bit of experience was contributed by Brother Lucius S. Johnson of the
Pi. Ninety-five per cent of the difficulty he said was due to over-

cutting; and he told how this had been overcome at the Pi by having
each member of the Chapter record his cuts on a public bulletin board.

Aside, however, from listening sympathetically to these suggestions,
and to an admirable summary of the discussion by Brother Babst, the
conference left the question of scholarship just where it found it�with
out action and without recommendation.

The Centennial

Though no doubt to the undergraduate the Centennial is a date in the
dim and distant future, to the Council it is only around the corner, and

plans are in the making for its successful celebration. As everyone knows,
the Centennial will be held in the autumn of 1933 with the Theta. Three
great centennials have already been celebrated at Union, those of Kappa
Alpha, of Delta Psi, and Delta Phi. All were large gatherings of four
or five hundred representative men. Psi Upsilon with her larger chapter
roll, naturally hopes to out-do them in attendance, and if possible in
other ways.
Before the Centennial, it was reported to the Conference by Brother

Clowe, the Theta will build a new Chapter House, in which will be a

large room for housing the sacred and invaluable records of that Chapter,
including the original Constitution, two or three of the original pins, and
a fairly complete history of the fraternity since its founding. The
trustees, said Dr. Clowe, wish to make the Theta House a real home of
Psi Upsilon.
The question of a memorial to the Founders at the Theta was also

taken up ; and it was suggested, by Brother Edward Hungerford, who so

successfully originated the recent centennial of the Baltimore and Ohio
railroad, that a building might be erected, standing possibly apart from
the Chapter House but connected by a passage way, which would serve
as a Council room, and in which all the archives of the fraternity could
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be assembled. For such a memorial, it was brought out, the beginning
of a fund has already been provided through an assessment for some

years of two dollars on each undergraduate member of the fraternity.
This money has been separately conserved and permitted to accumulate
at compound interest, and the memorial fund of each chapter is, there
fore, now between two and three hundred dollars. It was also empha
sized by Brother Hungerford that the Centennial should be made national
in scope by newspaper and magazine articles and by dinners given con

currently in all the large cities ; and that a commemorative bronze medal
be struck off.

Comment

In closing this inadequate report, perhaps a word or two of comment
may be permitted.
All who attended will agree that the Conference was an extremely

pleasant and successful affair. It would seem, therefore, that its purpose
would be still better served if plans were matured and notice given
earlier and more formally to the chapters ; if more chapters were repre
sented and represented by the men who are most directly in touch with
and who feel most keenly responsibility for their welfare ; and if more
time could be given for the exchange of experience and for the discus
sion of methods of solving chapter problems. Men coming from a dis
tance�and it is they who have most to contribute�probably would be

quite as willing to give up a day as an afternoon ; and if two( sessions
could be held, with luncheon between, the social side would not be neg
lected, more opportunity would be given to brothers to know each other,
and the tangible results of the meeting might be much greater.

Finally, there is the question as to how the delegates should be chosen.

True, at the first conference it was decided they should be named by the

undergraduate bodies. True, the regional alumni associations are not

directly concerned. But, to the present writer, neither is a valid reason

for continuing the present plan. Logically at least the proper persons
to choose delegates to discuss purely alumni problems, are the chapter
alumni organizations. Moreover, the undergraduates do not seem to

have taken their duty very seriously. Only seventeen chapters were

represented in New York, and the hasty choice of a recent graduate who

happens to be living nearby hardly fulfills the purpose.

No one, be it said, wishes to establish alumni government in Psi Up-
sUon. But certainly it would seem that in our desire to maintain the

purely undergraduate character of the fraternity, we have failed suffi

ciently to take account of and to foster the most effective influence for

the success and welfare of the undergraduate bodies�^the chapter alumni
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association�whose work could be vastly assisted by co-operation and
organization and by greater opportunity to get together and to pool com
mon interests and experience.
Those who attended the Conference were : Earl D. Babst, 1893, Iota-

Phi; F. P. Keppel, 1898, Lambda; Ralph C. Ringwalt, 1894^, Iota;
Herbert S. Reynolds, 1904, Phi; Andrew G. Peterson, 1922, Delta; James
Abbott, 1883, Delta; Myron H. S. Affleck, 1907, Sigma; Charles P.
Spooner, 1894, Rho; Otis E. Randall, 1884, Sigma; Frank E. Johnson,
1884, Beta Beta; Lucius S. Johnson, 1899, Pi; George S. Reed, 1908, Pi;
Archibald Douglas, 1894, Lambda; Eugene F. Clark, 1901, Zeta; E. H.
Naylor, 1909, Zeta; Alex S. Lyman, 1884, Delta; Edward Himgerford,
1899, Pi ; Edward L. Stevens, 1899, Chi ; Scott Turner, 1902, Phi ; R.
Bourke Corcoran, 1915, Omega; Harmon Swart, 1906, Omicron; Charles
H. Seaver, 1921, Psi; George Henry Fox, 1867, Upsilon; G. M. Clowe,
1911, Theta; A. Avery Hallock, 1916, Xi; C. L. Hequembourg, 1912,
Theta; John C. Bogan, Jr., 1923, Tau; Herbert S. Houston, 1888, Omega;
Donald B. Aldrich, 1917, Zeta; John W. McClain, 1927, Iota; E. L.
Francis, 1925, Xi; E. C. Bijou, 1927, Xi; H. A. Long, 1924, Lambda;
Peter A. Ga Bauer, 1925, Pi; Morris F. Fox, 1904, Rho.



THE HERBERT L. BRIDGMAN DI.^MOND
MEMORIAL FUND

PURSUANT to the resolution adopted at the 192G Convention held
with the Phi Chapter, the endowment fund for The Diamond will

hereafter be known as the Herbert L. Bridgman Diamond Memorial
Fund.

Surely no greater permanent memorial to our late President could be
created than this fund which was established in the last few years of his
administration of the affairs of our fraternity. In the first issue of the
revived Diamond (Volume VII, Number 1, November, 1920) , there was

published this foreword and greeting:
"The Diamond of Psi Upsilon inherits an honorable past, and faces

an inviting and useful future. Between official and individual trenches
is a wide and fruitful No Man's Land, which, cultivated with diligence
and intelligence, should yield power and prestige to the Fraternity.
News�general, chapter and personal�is always vital; history, tradi
tion and reminiscence instructive ; discussion, if candid and sincere,
stimulating ,and prophetic ; in short, there is no limit to service and use

fulness provided loyalty and independence are fearless and absolute.
Unless the new Diamond lives on merit, and on that alone, it were better
it had never been born. The mission of the new Diamond, as I see it,
is to promote the welfare of the whole Fraternity, not of any man or

group in it; cherish and vitalize its memories, elevate and advance its
ideals, to translate them into the true scholar, the loyal friend and the
real gentleman.

Herbert L. Bridgman, Gammia '66,
President of the Executive Council."

His approval of The Diamond, his desire for it being made permanent
and his hope that it might reach all alumni, affords us a fine opportunity
to complete this memorial to our loyal leader, whose record of service
to Psi Upsilon is the outstanding record of all fraternity service.
Herbert L. Bridgman, Gamma '66, was continuously a member of the
Executive Council from 1877, and its President from 1883 until his
death in September, 1924.
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THETA CHAPTER

Life Subscribers to
The Diamond

supporting

The Herbert L. Bridgman Diamond Memorial Fund

Name Class Name Class

John M. Rider 1873
Charles M. Culver, Dr '78
Dow Beekman '84
Frederick B. Richards '88
John M. Furman '89

0. C. Richards '95
Archibald S. Derby '96
Marvin H. Strong '96
Samuel G. H. Turner '98
John L. Sherwood '99
William F. Sheehan I90I

LeRoy J. Weed '01
DePorest W. Weed '03
E. V. Mullenneau '04
G. G. Schiefflin '06
W. W. Brown . '09
C. I. Hequenbourg '12
E. P. Culver '15
H. I. Kertscher '17
John W. McCauley, Jr. (deceased) . '18
W. L. Richards '22
John D. Carpenter '22
E. C. DeLima '23
H. A. Brand '25
F. H. Bruder '25
P. H. DuBois '25
E. L. North '25
E. B. Redington '25
H. W. Hall '26
H. B. Sherrill '26
C. H. Swain '26
M. P. Durkee '27
C. S. Harden '27
W. DeV. Kilby '27
P. B. Kyle (deceased) '27
P. B. Robertson '27
E. V. Wemple '27
G. B. Blair '28

H. R. DuBois '28
M. B. Hendrickson '28
L. 0. Howard '28
D. F. Hyland '28
G. J. Kitching, Jr '28
J. C. Lewis '28
P. N. Miller '28
G. B. Walker '28
A. E. Wagar '28
Barone F. Akeley '31
James D. Allen '31
Thomas H. Allen '30
Edward G. Bergen '31
Clifford W. Coward '31
Richard M. Craig '30
Walter G. Craig '31
Clark S. Curtis '31

Kingsbury Dyke '30
Andrew D. Ewald '31
Luther Gordon '29
Albert T. Griffin '31
Leland Heath '30
Harold R. Heidorf '31
A. S. Johnson '29
Samuel D. McKinstry '31
John K. Orr '30
F. H. Peckman '29
Ellsworth E. Rose '29

Henry Rothman '30

Wesley W. Schmitt '31
Alan T. Smith '29
David W. Smith '31
Alonzo P. Strong '30
Harrison Terry '30

Hathaway Turner '29
Jefferson Weed '29
A. B. Cater '29
E. F. Bidwell '27



AMONG OUR ALUMNI

CANADIAN OLYMPIC HOCKEY TEAM WINS WORLD'S
CHAMPIONSHIP

THE story has it that the Varsity Grads hockey team was first talked
of and organized in the front room upstairs of the Nu Chapter

House, one sunny day in June after examinations were over. As the
players are still in Europe, it is not possible to verify this statement. It
seems quite reasonable, however, as four members of Nu Chapter are

on the team, and if the statement is tru?}, that spot in the House should
be marked. The Varsity Grads Hockey Team, later, the Canadian
Olympic Hockey Team, also truly called "The Wonder Team," has made
hockey history.
When the team left Canada, it had played fifty-nine games and lost

only two. At the Olympic games the team won the world's champion
ship, defeating Sweden, England, and Switzerland, scoring thirty-eight
goals, and having none scored against them. At exhibition games they
also defeated the German and French teams. The Varsity Grads are

now touring Europe, and have played in Antwerp, Berlin, Paris, and
London. One game in London was played before the King.
Four members of Nu Chapter on the Canadian Olympic Hockey Team

are "Red" Porter, captain; Joe Sullivan, goal; Frank Sullivan, right
wing, and "Stuffy" Mueller, goallie.

HENRY L. STIMSON, BETA '88

Appointed Governor General of the Philippines

HENRY L. STIMSON, of New York, former Secretary of War, who,
as this Government's special commissioner was instrumental in re

storing peace in Nicaragua, was appointed Governor General of the

Philippine Islands by President Coolidge on December 12, 1927, to suc

ceed the late Major Gen. Leonard Wood.

Mr. Stimson is entirely familiar with the Philippine situation, of which
he made a recent study. He is sympathetic with the problems encoun

tered by General Wood, who was his trusted friend, and announcement

was made that he would carry out the policies laid down by his prede
cessor and approved by President Coolidge.
This program, it is believed, will assure stabilization of the policies of

the islands and show the politicians who have been demanding changes
and the naming of a man opposed to the Wood policies that the Adminia-
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tration means to carry out the program initiated by the former Gov
ernor General.
It is understood that Mr. Simpson undertook the work at a great per

sonal sacrifice and against a disinclination to live in tropical countries
on account of his health.
Mr. Stimson accepted the post, it was said, as a duty, believing that

he might be able to accomplish something because of the study he made
in 1926 of the political and racial situation in the islands. He feels that
a fixed policy, rigidly carried out, will lead to American investments and
a great increase in the rubber and other developments there, which have
not expanded greatly because of unfavorable political conditions.
The success met by Mr. Stimson in his recent mission to Nicaragua is

believed to have weighed favorably with President Coolidge in his
search for a successor to General Wood. Mr. Stimson accepted a com

mission from the President last April to investigate the revolutionary
situation in Nicaragua, and if possible to persuade the contending forces
to lay down their arms. Shortly after his arrival in Nicaragua he won

over the Conservative President, Adolfo Diaz, to the cause of peace, and
later influenced the Liberal commander-in-chief to lay down his arms

on condition that the United States supervise the 1928 Presidential
elections.
The new Governor General was born in New York City in 1867. He

has received degrees from Yale and Harvard and from the Harvard Law
School. He served from 1906 to 1909 as District Attorney for the
Southern District of New York, leaving office to run for Governor of
New York on the Republican ticket. He was Secretary of War from
May, 1911, to March, 1913, in the Cabinet of President Taft. He is a

lawyer of note and was formerly a member of the firm headed by Elitu
Root. In the World War he was Colonel of the Thirty-first Field Ar
tillery.

Mr. Stimson in Manila
(Editorial from New York Journal of Commerce, Dec. 16, 1927)

President Coolidge has decided to send former Secretary of War Stim
son to Manila. The selection is undoubtedly a good one from the stand
point of ability, while from the point of view of experience it is also to
be favorably regarded. Mr. Stimson 's knowledge of the insular situation
gained as Secretary of War and through direct observation gives him a

background which he could not otherwise have obtained. Undoubtedly
he is the kind of American whom, the native leaders have said, they
would welcome. He ought to start with everything in his favor, so far
as prestige and general prospects are concerned.
The task before the new Governor of the Philippines will be difficult.
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Immense harm has been done during the Wood administration in the
islands and the ill feeling which exists toward Americans during the
years antedating 1915 has been very largely restored. Whatever may
be thought of the Harrison administration in the Islands, it succeeded in
creating friendly feeling and producing cooperation on the part of the
natives and it is probable that there was a larger investment of money
in the islands and a greater broadening of industry during those years
than at any other time. Mr. ^Stimson will have before him the problem
of re-establishing a working relationship with the natives. This is abso
lutely indispensable to any successful government, as is now admitted
both by natives and Americans with one accord.

The more important part of the new Governor's work, however, will
be behind the scenes and will consist in formulating a policy for our
treatment of the Philippines in the future. There is a well defined

impression that the new Governor does not expect to remain more than
a year or so in the islands. He will come back with an exact knowledge
of the situation and will doubtless be in position to advise the Adminis
tration at Washington what ought to be done with respect to our future

policy. Practically everyone who has examined the situation with any
care now recognizes that somehow a new turn must be given to our

insular management and that it will not do to continue the plan of
evasion and reticence which has so long controlled. It will be essential
to make known what we are going to do and then to shape our actions
in accordance. This will make the utterances that may come from our

rulers at Washington with respect to this topic doubly significant within
the next year or two In some ways the appointment of Mr. Stimson
is thus one of the most important that Mr., Coolidge has determined on

for some time past. It is fairly comparable with his appointment of an
ambassador to Mexico and may safely be judged one of the soundest

for a good while.
TT 'Jr �

James Mount Nicely, Omega '20, a graduate of the Harvard Law

School, is now second vice-president of the National Bank of Com
merce in New York.

* * *,

Albert P. Jacobs, Phi '22, who was a Rhodes scholar, is now a

member of the faculty of Columbia University.
* * *

H. W. DeForest, Beta '76, attorney of 30 Broad Street, New York,
was elected president of the Board of Managers of the New York Botan

ical Gardens on January 9, 1928.
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Earl D. Babst, Iota-Phi '93, president of the fraternity and chairman
of the Board of the American Sugar Refining Company, was elected
president of the newly organized Sugar Institute on January 17, 1928.

The immediate plans for the institute call for the adoption by the
industry of business methods to eliminate discrimination between pur
chasers of refined sugar, establishment of uniform trade practices, im
provement of methods of distribution, economies, the collection and dis
semination of statistics and the encouragement of increased consumption.
It is contended that the United States should consume annually at least

twenty pounds more of refined sugar per capita than at present. This
would approximate the consumption of Australia, about 125 pounds per
person. The institute also plans a national advertising campaign to em

phasize the cheapness of sugar and its food value.

Brother Babst was also elected a director of Chase National Bank at
the board meeting on January 11. It is interesting to note that our
busy president also has a few other responsibilities, as quoting from the
monthly booklet of the Chase National we find he is "a director of the
Great American Insurance Company, the American Alliance Insurance
Company, the Massachusetts Fire and Marine Insurance Company, the
North Carolina Home Insurance Company, the American National Fire
Insurance Company of Ohio, the Mount Royal Assurance Company of
Montreal, and the Great American Indemnity Company, and was a

director of the National City Bank, 1917-23; Mercantile Trust Com
pany, 1918-22; Metropolitan Trust Company, 1921-23.

"During the war Mr. Babst served as a member of the International
Sugar Committee representing the United States in allocation of sugar
supplies to the Allies. Mr. Babst always has been active in college affairs
and college fraternities, and is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, and presi
dent of Psi Upsilon."

* * *

Edward L. Pollock, Jr., Beta Beta '15, was married on March 3rd to
Miss Marguerite A. Iselin of New York City, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry S. Iselin. Woolsey M. Pollock, Beta Beta '18, was best man for
his brother.

� � *

Richard Hughes Marshall, Rho '18, was married on March 10, 1928, to
Miss Lucy Jane Whitaker of Madison, Wis. Brother Marshall is the
son of Prof. Wm. S. Marshall, Tau '89. He also has three Psi U
brothers.
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PSI UPSILON IN JAPAN

By Ernest W. Clement, Omega '80

A FEW years ago I wrote to you, in some detail, the record of Psi U
�^^ in Japan. Now I should like to send a few! lines concerning some

specific matters in which Psi U brothers out there have lately been in the
public eye.
In the first place, let me call attention to the following clipping from

the "Japan Advertiser" (of Tokyo), for December 15, 1927:
"Mr. Masao Matsukata, yoimger brother of Prince Iwao Matsukata,

has decided to follow his brother's example and hand over his property
for the readjustment of the Fifteenth Bank. He has already vacated
his mansion at Chuzenji land is now living in a small house in the sub
urbs of Kobe. Mr. Matsukata is head of the Taifuku Marine Fire In
surance Company and also one of the directors of the Fifteenth Bank."

The Fifteenth Bank, or Nobles' Bank, as it is sometimes called, had
to close up in the financial trouble of last Spring; but it is to be re

opened ,as soon as possible. That news item means that Brother Mat
sukata (Tau, 1894) has sacrificed his own personal fortune in recogni
tion of his moral responsibility.
Another Japanese brother, Manzo Kushida (Tau 1890), is one of the

leaders in the banking world in Japan. He is the head of the great
Mitsubishi Bank, Tokyo, and has been president of the bankers' club.

Among the employes of "big business" corporations, he ranks third,
mth an income (annual) of 222,000 yen (about $110,000).
A third Japanese brother. Count Kabayama (Xi 1889), was the

middleman by whose efforts Prince Chichibu, the heir apparent of

Japan, was able to secure Miss Setsu Matsudiara, of Washington, D. C,
as his fiance. The girl's father, in proper humility, at first declined the

honor, but was finally persuaded, by the influence of Count Kabayama,
to accept. And, by the way, when Prince Chichibu was in England, his
most intimate friend there was our brother Kabayama 's son.

* * *

Rev. Harold E. Nicely, Omega '22, is Pastor of the Westminster Pres

byterian church of Wilmington, Del.
# � #

Hugh R. Wilson, Beta '06, American Minister to Switzerland, recently
signed on behalf of the United States Government the Geneva conven

tion on import and export prohibitions and restrictions, which has as its

purpose the breaking down of harassing regulations against trade thrown
up around new succession states in Europe after the world war.
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Two reservations were made by Mr. Wilson in signing. One was

that prohibitions and restrictions such as those now imposed by the
United States in order to maintain the quality standards of cotton and
wheat were exempted, so far as it was concerned, from the convention.
The other stipulated that the convention "affects neither the tariff sys
tems nor the treaty-making methods of the participating countries, nor
the measures taken to ensure the application thereof, including measures

to counteract dumping, bounties, subsidies, unfair methods or acts in
foreign trade, undervaluation or discrimination."
In announcing the signing of the convention, the State Department

said it believed the abolition of these trade restrictions "which have de
veloped in many countries, chiefly during and since the war, will be of
material advantage to American foreign commerce.

' '

* * *

Cortland Field Bishop, Lambda '91, president of the American Art
Galleries, has recently purchased the Anderson Galleries and is thus in
control of the two largest art and book auction establishments in the
country. Brother Bishop lives in Lenox, Mass.

* * *

Dr. J. Franklin Jameson, Gamma '79, retiring director of the De
partment of Historical Research in the Carnegie Institution of Wash
ington, who has been appointed to the new chair of history, established
in the Library of Congress, was guest of honor at a dinner in the Town
Hall, New York, on February 24, 1928.
The dinner was given "in special recognition of Dr. Jameson's dis

tinguished contributions to the progress of history in America." Pro
fessor Edward P. Cheney of the University of Pennsylvania presided.
The speakers included Mary B. WooUey, president of Mount Holyoke
College; Waldo G. Leland, of Washington, secretary of the American
Council of Learned Societies; Professor Ephraim Emerton of Harvard,
and Professor Andrew C. McLaughlin of the University of Chicago.
Messages were received from Dwight W. Morrow, ambassador to Mex

ico; Jean Jules Jesserand, former French ambassador to the United
States ; Sir Richard Lodge, English historian ; Bishop Thomas J. Shahan,
Catholic University of America; Dean Charles H. Haskins of Harvard;
President W. H. P. Faunce of Brown University; Senator William C,
Bruce of Maryland; Herbert Hall, English scholar; Kuno Francke of
Harvard; Professor A. J. Carlyle of Oxford; Professor Charles Lang-
lois, France; Professor Henri Pirenne, Belgium; President A. Lawrence
Lowell of Harvard; President James R. AngeU of Yale; Professor
George M. Wrong of the University of Toronto; Worthington C. Ford;
Senator Simeon D. Fess of Ohio; Professor Arthur Lyon Cross and
Charles E. Hughes.
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Professor Harry J. Carman of Columbia, executive secretary of the
National Endowment Committee of the American Historical A^oeia-
tion, also announced at the dinner that the fund now totalled $300,000.
The total sought is $1,000,000, to be used "to promote American history
and history in America. * ' Announcement was made of the establishment
of the Jameson Fund, which is to be a part of the large fund. It has
started with subscriptions of $1,700, it was announced, and was inaugu
rated by the late Professor John Spencer Bassett of Smith College.

* � �

Roy Walter Williams, Omega '16, and Mrs. Williams have announced
the arrival of Richard Husband Williams on March 22nd. Brother Wil
liams now lives in Philadelphia where he represents the Container Cor

poration of America.
� * �

Franklin Bruder, Theta '25, is now associated with the Mexican Tele
phone & Telegraph Co., Donato Guerra 13, Mexico. Visiting brothers

please note.
* � *

Gustavo Gomez (Calvo), Pi '26, of Havana, Cuba, was host to Brother
Corcoran recently. He desires to welcome all Psi U's to Cuba where he

can be reached at the Vedado Tennis Club in that famous old city just
six hours from Key West.



ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES

PSI UPSILON ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF BUFFALO, N. Y.

ON Friday evening, February 14th, was held the twenty-fourth annual

banquet and election of officers of the Alumni Association of Buf

falo, N. Y. The dining room of the University Club had been reserved
by Chairman Sanford B. Paylo and with the addition of the suite of
Brother Robert B. Pavior,, with with Bro. Johnson formed "Sandy's"
committee, the accommodations were ideal.

President Sherman D. Enoch presided as master of ceremonies and
added to his qualifications by proving himself to be a toastmaster ' '

par-
excellence." His first introduction was Bro. Stephen B. Storey, City
Manager of Rochester, the "Psi U Official" town. "Steve" proved to
be an expert "Ambassador" without portfolio and delivered his mes

sage of good will in a very interesting manner. The second speaker
of the evening was Bro. Prof. John Kendrick Bangs, Jr., who enter
tained us with quotations from the pen of his illustrious father, of whom
every true Psi U is so justly proud. The sparkling witicisms from
this great humorist were so aptly offered by his son that this feature
alone would have made the evening a great success.
But there was more. Brother J. W. Grosvenor, Dartmouth '57, and

as far as we know the oldest living Psi U, delivered a short talk with
the enthusiasm of a neophite, and one of the original founders of our
Buffalo alumni association. Major Josia W. Willis, favored us with a

solo. Under the leadership of Paul Schoeflin most of the old songs
were sung in a manner not lacking in spirit and satisfaction to ourselves,
whether others could appreciate the effect or not. Brother Roy Stevens,
the "Banjo King" of Buffalo, held the center of interest, especially at
the "concert" after the election of officers.

The nominating committee wasted little time in selecting the following
officers and the ticket received unanimous approval :
President�Paul F. Mann.

Vice-president�Raymond Stevens.
Secretary-Treasurer�Palmer G. Craig.
Telegrams of best wishes were received from Brothers C. Pascal

Franchot and R. Bourke Corcoran, both of whom were prevented from
attending. i :4^'|-S^
Attendance was the best of any recent gathering and indications are

that the association is to increase in numbers and activity. Ten new
members entered the fold. p. (j. C.

160
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF PSI UPSILON IN CHICAGO

THERE have been three interesting gatherings in Chicago since the
last publication of the Diamond.

The first of these was the Founder's Day Banquet at the Stevens, No
vember 28th. An even hundred of the brothers donned stiff collars and
turned out to enjoy the usual excellent meal�that is always a foregone
conclusion at The Stevens�^and to listen to interesting talks by Brothers
James M. Stifler, Horace M. Ford and Horace S. Oakley. Entertain
ment in the way of songs was furnished by the "Hired Hands"
Quartette.
As is usual over the holidays there was a lull in Alumni Activities,

but on March 12th about thirty-five of the brothers, all members of the
various committees in charge of the coming convention, gathered again
at The Stevens, to make further plans for the conduct of the convention.
The meeting was very successful�great ideas being worked out.

Just a few more words about the 95th Annual Convention, which is

being held this year at The Stevens. A new and annual feature has
been added to the convention program, namely, the First Annual Alumni
Convocation. The Alumni Association in Chicago has offered to be co-

hosts with the Omega Chapter and are taking charge of the Alumni
Convocation and Alumni entertainment, of which there will be an

abundance. They have organized a Psi Upsilon Club of Chicago for
the period of the convention and have obtained special quarters in the

hotel, which no alumnus, either visiting or resident, should fail to visit.
A record turnout is expected, so put down the dates�May 10, 11 and 12
�^and let nothing interfere with your attendance.

The final, but by no means the least, of the events to date was the

installation of the Epsilon Phi Chapter of Psi Upsilon at Montreal,
Canada, on March 17th. Brothers Corcoran, Pierce, Hayne, Brosseau,
Carrick, Stewart and Mehlhop made the trip from Chicago, and I think
all are unanimous in the opinion that it was quite a party. The instal

lation, with Brother Babst and Brother Corcoran in charge, was most

impressive and interesting and ninety-four men of Epsilon Phi were

initiated. Brother Sir Henry Thornton gave one of the talks at the

luncheon following the initiation and was a most genial host to every

body at the Hunt Club in the evening. For particulars of the hap
penings before and after the ceremony see anyone of the Brothers

attending, in private.
The regular Wednesday luncheons at the LaSalle Hotel are growing

more and more popular. There are always from twenty-five to forty
there these days. Why not be one of the regulars? You'll always find

friends. T. P. Mehlhop, Phi '19, Treasurer,
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PSI UPSILON ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF TORONTO

THE news of the final acceptance of Epsilon Phi was received in
Toronto with a great deal of enthusiasm. We still remember, and

are never liable to forget, our own installation. The Alumni Association
is planning to send a large representation to Montreal on March 17th.
One of the fond hopes of our Association was realized on February

13th, when Sir Henry Thornton was our guest at a luncheon at the
York Club. Thirty-five members were present to meet Brother Thornton.
Brother Thornton is an enthusiastic Psi U, president of the Alumni
Association of Montreal, and one of the hard workers to whom much
credit goes, for getting the new Chapter at McGill.

The annual dinner was held at the Chapter House on Saturday
evening, February 18th. Seventy-five graduates and undergraduates
were present, the largest attendance we have had in several years.
The Ottawa and Brantford brothers were present in fuU force. Brother
Hallock, Xi '16, represented the Executive Council, and two representa
tives of Epsilon Phi were our guests as well.

Personals

Congratulations to Brother Gordon McMillan and Mrs. McMillan, nee
Olive Caldwell, who were married on March 1st.

Congratulations also to Brother Bill McLelland and Mrs. McLelland,
nee Helen Smith, who were married on March 9th.

Brothers Alex McKelvy, Norm McLarty, and their wives, are on the
IMediterranean trip.
Brother Eddie Robertson and Mrs. Robertson sailed recently for

Europe.



SCHOLASTIC PREPAREDNESS
By G. Alfred Lawhence, L.L.B., M.D., PH. D.

Lambda '07

Honorary Member Stanford Chapter Phi Beta Kappa, Charter Member Columbia
Chapter Sigma Xi, Lieutenant-Colonel Medical Reserve Corps, U. S. A.

Formerly Adjunct Professor Nervous and Mental Diseases, New
York Post Graduate Medical School and Hospital

Oration delivered, by invitation, before the Stanford Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa,
at Stanford University, California, on June 18, 1927

'T^HERE is an old adage to the effect that some persons are born great,
-�- some achieve greatness and others have greatness thrust upon them.
As your Phi Beta Kappa orator on this occasion I feel that I belong

to the latter category.
Preparedness in its various phases, and especially in its military or

economic aspects, has occupied a considerable amount of the time and
thought of our serious-minded leaders during the past decade.
Would it not be well for us, as educated men and women, to pause and

give careful thought to this subject in its educational aspect.
Vast sums at present are properly spent for educational purposes

and these sums are constantly increasing in volume. New educational
centres are springing up and those already existing are progressively
expanding. < - �

In a recent survey the fact was brought out that education is the

greatest industry of the United States to-day with total school assets of
$6;,462,531,367 and an annual expenditure of $2,386,889,132. These vast
sums were distributed among 263,280 schools with 919,634 instructors
and 27,373,007 students.

The above are staggering figures for even as great a nation as the
United States and preparations should be made carefully in order that
the soil may be rendered suitable for this educational seed.

One of America's leading scientists at a recent meeting of the New
York Academy of Medicine stated that man as separate from other

forms of animal life had probably existed on this earth for from ten

to fifteen million of years and that the evolution of organic life covered
a span of approximately one billion years.

The evolution of the mind and body therefore has occupied count

less centuries of time and with ever changing conditions of environ

ment, with resulting countless varying adjustments.
If one can only grasp the idea that change is the law of the universe

and time is an element in all conditions and furthermore, that an active,
163
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healthy mind in a sound, vigorous body is the ideal equipment for a

scholastic career one then has laid a solid foundation upon which to

plan to prepare the student for a career of constructive scholastic
achievement
From the above facts it will be seen that the scholar's heredity is of

the greatest importance. Again here for countless ages pattern types
of reactions of varying forces have gradually been developing in a mass

of ever changing matter making up the substance of the human body
as a whole; in comparison with which the most intricate man-made
machine is of striking simplicity.
The scholar with his hereditary capital of force and structure as a

starting point at birth is launched forth in an ever varying environment
from which during the first few years of life impressions will be received
that will largely determine his or her future career.

The ideal solution would be for the scholar to be able not only to play
his part in the years that follow but to select his ancestry and tell them
how to direct his earliest training.
This can only be accomplished indirectly for coming generations by

us of the present generation carefully selecting our immediate descend
ants and properly guarding their training during the earlier years of life.
One of the greatest sources of waste in educational energy is the lack

of insight by the scholar or his instructor, or by both, in just how and
in what subjects this particular scholar can be trained in order to make
the most complete adjustment to his or her particular environment.

So few students, even upon entering a university career, have a real
working knowledge of the degree and of the quality of their mental
make-up and aptitudes.
Even a lesser number know along what scholastic line or lines of en

deavor they can best carry on in order to become useful and constructive
units in the community into which their fortunes may be cast upon
leaving alma mater and launching forth upon life's career.
It would seem therefore that a no inconsiderable part of a student's

university course should be devoted to an intensive individual study of
self in co-operation with trained physiologists and psychologists and in
thoroughly equipped laboratories so that his or her mental reactions
and physical capabilities could be carefully observed and recorded;
including all limitations and possibilities.
The goal of a well-balanced equipment can thus be attained in order

that fearlessly and happily our scholar may go forth and successfully
conquer all the realities and problems of life in such ia manner as to be
a real asset to himself, his family and to the community in which he
lives and finally to leave behind in actual achievement something of
value to future generations.
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In order to accomplish this result a very wide and comprehensive
survey of mental and physical equipment required for such scholastic
problems should be made.

By the thorough analysis of the mind of the individual scholar carried
out to the most minute detail during many hours of careful observation
and over a considerable period of time and under varying conditions,
the trained psychologist can at last arrive at a very complete knowledge
of that particular individual's capabilities and aptitudes and wisely
guide him. in the lines of study and research that will best fit him for
his future career.

The anatomist spends many hours a week over a period of several
years in order to become familiar with the structure of the human body.
By the same token the trained psychologist should spend a like time

in determining not only the quality of the scholar's mind but in im
parting this knowledge to the scholar himself so that the latter may
have complete insight into his mental equipment.
Thus with the ability and aptitudes of the individual scholar de

termined and the physical ,and mental requirements of the scholastic
task set forth a more complete and harmonious adjustment can be made.
The problem in hand will not only be solved more quickly and effi

ciently but with accompanying pleasure and satisfaction.

At present owing to the lack of such preparation a tremendous amount
of waste in time and effort results.

Many scholars waste years of time in varying lines of endeavor before
obtaining the proper insight into their respective capacities and finally
succeed in selecting that particular sphere of activity to which they are

especially adapted.
Even complete failure is the end result in a not inconsiderable num

ber of cases.

Every individual person has some capacity and can fit into some niche
of the social structure.

The hopeless idiot can become an inmate of some suitable institution
for the feeble-minded and serve as an object of study of the scholastic
savant and the latter may thus greatly enrich the general fund of

knowledge by such an intensive study.
In order to apply the above observations in a practical way our uni

versities should be equipped with adequate physiological and psycho
logical laboratories directed by a large staff of thoroughly qualified
teachers and research workers who are in a position to spend large
amounts of time with each student in order to make an exhaustive study
of that particular individual's mental and physical make-up�his capa-
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cities and aptitudes. With this determined, the careful selection of
subjects for study can be wisely made and the four years of training and
acquiring knowledge that will best fit that particular individual for
maximum success in a suitable career will become a real achievement
and not a possible haphazard aimless educational joy ride.
Scholastic preparedness is a matter of evolution changing with the

constant variations in not only the scholar but his surroundings.
Far back in the dim distance of the past the immortal Horace in his

satires asks and answers the following question: "Who then is free?
The Sage who rules himself; whom neither poverty nor death, nor

change affright; strong enough to resist passion and despise honours;
complete in himself, well rounded and polished."
Over four hundred years later, in 425 A. D., Theodosius II, Emperor

of the Later Roman Empire in the East, founded the University of
Constantinople and established the Theodosian Code. Another four
hundred years rolled by and the famous medical school at Salerno came

into being, in the ninth century.
This was followed in quick succession by Bologna, Pavia and Ravenna

for law, Paris for logic and theology, Oxford and Cambridge for letters,
and then came a long line of universities in various countries of Europe.
In our earliest Colonial history Plarvard was founded in 1636, William
,and Mary in 1693 and Yale in 1701. Since then hundreds of colleges
and universities have been founded in these United States, finally cul
minating in our own Stanford University in 1891. New universities are

constantly springing up and those existing continually changing and
expanding with the greater vision of the unlimited possibilities for edu
cational equipment and scholastic capacity.
In Stanford University may we not evolve the super-university for the

super-scholar !
In order to do this successfully the university must have as part of its

equipment the accumulated experience and knowledge of the past, a

full realization of the requirements of the present and the probable
necessities of the future. A well-trained and progressive teaching staff
with its museums, libraries, laboratories, gymnasiums, lecture and resi
dence halls and adequate campus are essential to the success of any
educational institution.
Financially a large endowment, with funds coming, in continually in

creasing amounts, from the public as well as the student body (both
resident and alumni), is absolutely essential.
With these prerequisites the special curriculum for the individual

student, after that student's personality, ability, aptitudes and limita
tions are thoroughly known to himself and his instructors, is the sine qua
non for success.
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Furthermore there is a general fund of knowledge that should be a

part of the mental equipment of every scholar.
The general facts, principles and theories of the formation of our solar

system, of the sciences of geology and paleontology, the laws of physical
activity (especially that action at a greater or lesser distance both ,as to

time and space is fundamental), of biology, evolution in the light of
known facts, as broad a knowledge as possible of historical events leading
to the various changes in the political, social, economic, moral and re

ligious status of mankind, his literature and art�all these should be
included
An important beginning in the individualistic study of the scholar

has already been made by the employment of intelligence tests in the

preliminary examination of the applicant for admission to some of our
universities in order to determine his mental capacity. These tests are

repeated in some instances during the course of the student's career in
the university.
This is a move in the right direction but is not sufficient.
A medical student spends many hours a week during the first two

years of his four-year course in the comparatively easy task of dissect

ing the human body in order to qualify himself merely to begin the

practice of medicine after receiving his degree. Should he plan to do
research work in or become an instructor of anatomy this preliminary
work would be supplemented by years of painstaking and intensive study
and laboratory work along advanced lines.
The dissecting and analyzing of the human mind of any one indi

vidual, with its almost limitless capacity for innumerable reactions,
varying with varying conditions within and without itself�the in

stincts and emotions, special sensations, possible complexes and obses
sions�all form a study or surpassing fascination but often baffling to

both the individual and the trained pychologist.
To be sure there are broad general principals governing psychic

activity and the intricate nervous mechanisms through which they act

and the knowledge of these must be thorough and these principals
properly applied in order to arrive at any result. Added to this, how
ever, is the fact that every individual is different from every other indi

vidual in a greater or lesser degree.
To thoroughly know oneself is the best possible equipment for any

individual and especially the scholar in order to go forth and success

fully surmount every difficulty in life's pathway and thereby attain the

goal of constructive achievement.
A few weeks ago in the Hall of Fame of New York University a bust

of one of our great naval heroes. Admiral David Glasgow Farragut, was
unveiled.
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Prior to his victory as commander of the fleet that forced the sur

render of New Orleans and opened the Mississippi River to Federal
boats he made the following statement: "As to being prepared for
defeat I certainly am not. Any man who is prepared for defeat would
be half defeated before he commenced. I hope for success, shall do all
in my power to secure it and trust to God for the rest."
Admiral Farragut had the right kind of preparedness in knowing

himself, his problem, and sailed forth to victory and immortal glory.
Less than a month ago. Captain, now Colonel, Charles A. Lindbergh,

an officer in the Reserve Corps of the United States Army, flew from
New York to Paris, a distance of over 3600 miles, in the remarkably
short time of 33 hours and 30 minutes.
This intrepid argonaut of the air, too, knew hin^elf, knew his prob

lem, and in successfully accomplishing this extraordinary feat enrolled
his name forever in the Aviators' Hall of Fame.

Every scholar should have this sort of preparedness in thoroughly
knowing himself, have as careful and complete training as his university
can afford with the objective of meeting successfully the main problems
and overcoming the probable difficulties of whatever line of activity he
may select for his life work.
With such an equipment our scholar can go forth with assurance and

joyfully fulfill the prophecy so beautifully expressed in the following
lines from the Kasidah :

"Do what thy manhood bids thee do, from none but self expect applause;
He noblest lives and noblest dies who makes and keeps his self-made laws.
All other Life is living Death, a world where none but Phantoms dwell.
A breath, a wind, a sound, a voice, a tinkling of the camel-bell."



CHAPTER SCHOLARSHIP RECORDS

AT the suggestion of the Executive Council, the Diamond will publish
in the future all information received relative to the comparative

standing of our chapters, scholastically. This will show the ranking of
our chapters in their respective institutions, giving the comparison with
the other fraternities located at the same coUege or university. Nearly
every institution uses a different system of grading but the comparative
standings are, of course, relative.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
1926-27

Ave. Rank
Phi Gamma Delta 1.0901 21

Beta Sigma Epsilon 1.089 22

Phi Kappa Psi .1.086 23

Theta Xi 1.083 24

Phi Kappa Sigma 1.079 25

Lambda Chi Alpha 1.076 26
Chi Delta Xi 1.045 27

Alpha Phi Alpha 1.033 28

Phi Epsilon Pi 1.028 29

Delta Tau Delta 1.007 30

Theta Delta Chi 1.004 31

Omega Psi Phi 974 32

Chi Sigma Phi 949 33

Alpha Sigma Phi 902 34
Chi Psi 894 35

Alpha Delta Phi 892 36

Zeta Psi 884 37
Pi Kappa Alpha 832 38

Fraternity average 1.098
General average of men
General avg. of all students. 1. 179

It is interesting to note that the ranking of the Mu Chapter in previous
college years was considerably lower, thus their ranking last year was

the result of real effort which proves that sufficient and proper emphasis
will bring up the chapter 's average. Their previous ranking was : 1925-6,
13th; 1924-5, 26th; 1923-4, 27th; 1922-3, 17th; 1921-2, 18th; 1920-1, 23rd.

1926-27
Ave, Rank

Phi Sigma Kappa 1,391 1

Sigma Alpha Mu 1.349 2

Kappa Sigma 1,293 3

Phi Delta Theta 1,289 4

Acacia 1.218 5

Psi Upsilon 1.212 6

Sigma Nu I.I908 7

Alpha Tau Omega 1.171 8

Theta Chi 1.168 9

Sigma Phi Epsilon I.I5202 10

Beta Theta Pi 1.15201 11

Kappa Alpha Psi I.I42 12
Tau Kappa Epsilon 1.113 13

Theta Kappa Nu 1.105 14

Sigma Alpha Epsilon 1. 1043 15

Delta Chi 1.1042 16

Delta Upsilon 1.102 17
Delta Kappa Epsilon 1.1004 18

Sigma Chi 1.071 19

Phi Beta Delta 1.038 20

KENYON COLLEGE

For the college year 1926-27, Psi Upsilon ranked sixth among six

fraternities. No accurate record is at hand giving full details but the

other fraternities at Kenyon are Alpha Delta Phi, Delta Kappa Epsilon,
Delta Tau Delta, Beta Theta Pi, and Sigma Pi.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Autumn Quarter, 1927
Mem-

Grade Pts. perMaj. Taken bers Pledges Pledges
Rank Fraternity Grade Members Pledges All Graded Graded Eligible
1. Tau Sigma Omicron.... B� 3.071 3.523 3.342 6 8 7
2. Tau Delta Phi B� 3.192 3.333 3.229 22 8 7

3. Acacia B� 3.125 2.96 3.061 8 5 3

4. Delta Kappa Epsilon... B� 2.895 3.142 3. 16 13 10

5. Zeta Beta Tau C 2.989 3. 2.991 25 8 7
6. Tau Kappa Epsilon C 2.949 2.921 2.933 18 25 14

7. Phi Pi Phi C 2.649 3.095 2.881 15 14 9

8. Pi Lambda Phi C 3.325 2.08 2.846 14 8 5

9. Delta Chi C 2.588 3.103 2.845 12 10 6

10. Delta Tau Delta C 2.827 2.666 2.772 10 5 4

II. Psi Upsilon C 2.683 2.909 2.75 27 II 8
12. Phi Kappa Psi O 3.166 2.392 2.724 15 19 II

13. Phi Kappa Sigma C 2.562 2.666 2.603 12 7 5

13. Phi Sigma Delta C 2.867 2.315 2.603 14 14 9
14. Alpha Delta Phi C 2.713 2.370 2.612 21 9 6
15. Lambda Chi Alpha C 2.757 2.388 2.598 19 12 6
16. Alpha Epsilon Pi C 1.954 3.222 2.525 10 6 6
17. Kappa Alpha Psi C 2.5 2.5 2 0 0
18. Chi Psi C 2.863 1.714 2.492 15 7 3
19. Alpha Sigma Phi C 3. 1.809 2.456 9 7 5
19. Phi Gamma Delta C 1.937 2.862 2.456 15 17 10
20. Sigma Chi C 1.88 3.090 2.446 9 8 4
21. Sigma Alpha Epsilon.. . C 2.876 1.333 2.436 20 7 3
22. Delta Upsilon C 2.842 1.555 2.428 20 9 3
23. Sigma Nu C 2.25 2.666 2.388 12 6 2
24. Kappa Nu C 2.295 2.227 2.265 9 8 4
25. Phi Delta Theta C 2.299 2.109 2.237 21 10 4
26. Kappa Sigma C 2.526 1.960 2.202 14 18 8
27. Beta Theta Pi C 2.395 1.666 2.170 23 10 5
28. Alpha Tau Omega C 2.852 1.055 2.043 15 12 3
29. Delta Sigma Phi C 2.169 1.84 2.033 12 8 4
30. Alpha Phi Alpha 0 2. 2. 3 0 0
31. Phi Beta Delta C� 1.945 1.2 1.728 13 5 3

Note�The scale of grades is A, B, C, D, F, with corresponding grade points, 6, 4,
2, 0, �2.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
1926-27

The scholastic record of the fraternities for 1926-1927 as given below
makes an interesting comparison with a similar record for 1925-1926.
Increases are noticeable all along the line. The standing of the college
as a whole has improved from 2.126 to 2.185. The high fraternity, Sigma
Alpha, which also led in '26, increased its average from 2.093 to 3.031.
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The fraternity group as a whole succeeded in bringing its average up
from 2.195 to 2.265. As a sop to some of my fraternity brothers who
will call me traitor for printing this listing I will add that the 2.100
standing by which Psi Upsilon achieved twenty-sixth and last place
would have been good for twenty-first place in 1926.*
The standings are:

Sigma Alpha 3.031

Kappa Sigma 2.429
Phi Sigma Kappa 2.416
Pi Lambda Phi 2.400
Gamma Delta Epsilon 2.390
Lambda Chi Alpha 2.384
Zeta Psi 2.362
Delta Tau Delta 2.339
Phi Gamma Delta 2.300
Theta Delta Chi 2.293
Chi Phi 2.271

Alpha Tau Omega 2.259

Kappa Kappa Kappa 2.240

Alpha Chi Rho 2.233
Delta Upsilon 2.227
Phi Kappa Psi 2.175
Theta Chi 2.168

Sigma Alpha Epsilon 2.156

Sigma Chi 2.151
Beta Theta Pi 2.144
Phi Delta Theta 2.137

Sigma Phi Epsilon 2.134

Alpha Delta Phi 2.127
Delta Kappa Epsilon 2.116

Sigma Nu 2.102
Psi Upsilon 2.100

Averages for three upper classes :

Fraternities 2.265
Non-fraternities 2.341

Aggregate average 2.285
Freshman average 1.950

College average 2.185

"From a Dartmouth publication.

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
1926-27

Acacia I.39I

Cosmopolitan Club 1.325
Theta Alpha I.26I

Alpha Kappa Epsilon 1.257
Zeta Beta Tau 1.12
Phi Gamma Delta 1.117
Tau Epsilon Phi 1.116

Alpha Phi Alpha 1.114

Sigma Chi 1.109

Pi Kappa Alpha 1.1

Alpha Sigma Phi 1.085
Phi Kappa Psi 1.082

Lambda Chi Alpha 1.053

Phi Epsilon Pi 1.05

Omicron Alpha Tau 1.042

Phi Delta Theta 1-03

Beta Theta Pi 1.028

Delta Upsilon 1.013

Average Fraternity Man 1.0 II

Delta Lambda 1.008

Delta Kappa Epsilon 994

Phi Kappa 992

Average University Man 973

Sigma Phi Epsilon 972

Sigma Beta 958

Delta Tau Delta 953

Kappa Sigma 949

Sigma Alpha Epsilon 947

Average Neutral Man 946

Sigma Alpha Mu 919

Gamma Eta Gamma 897
Phi Kappa Tau 877

Alpha Phi Delta 857

Alpha Chi Rho 856

Sigma Nu 838

Zeta Psi 836

Psi Upsilon 772
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In connection with this report of our Pi Chapter we would refer our
readers to the Chapter Communication from this chapter in the current
issue. Their record for the first semester of this college year is a very
distinct improvement.

ADDRESSES WANTED
Life Subscribers for whom we have no addresses :

Name Chapter
John L. Laeey Delta Delta
Holland A. Stevens Delta Delta
Robert F. MaeCameron Delta Delta
Charles C. Adams Delta Delta
M. S. Langford Gamma
Edwin Mott Mu
Frank Connell Mu
Arthur D. Williams Lambda
Henry C. Potter Beta
Robert P. Joyce Beta
Walter S. Hoyt Beta
James E. Hellier Beta
Henry S. Goodwin Beta

Name Chapter
Arthur A. Sarcka Psi
Frank G. Wilson Psi
Allan S. Howes Kappa
Edward W. Wood Delta
H. E. Craw Xi
W. Ashton Roberts Xi
Robert H. Slater Zeta
Robert M. Clark Omicron
Edgar A. Graham Tau
Jack Adams Theta Theta
Russell Ahrens Theta Theta
Marshall McClintock Zeta
William L. Darling Mu

Life Subscribers with incorrect addresses on record. Last issue of The
Diamond returned :

Name Chapter Name Chapter
Clyde Brovm, Jr Beta
Samuel E. Brown Pi
Wiley J. Capron Psi
H. T. Carmiehael Lambda
W. S. Chesley Phi
Dudley H. Davis Rho
G. N. Findlater Xi
J. D. Fletcher Epsilon
John T. Gallatin Xi
Henry Gallien, Jr Xi
C. Holland Holmes Psi
H. Lincoln Houghton Kappa
Maurice S. Ireland Psi
Donald S. Kilby Zeta
Robert J. Lavigne Kappa
Anson Mark, Jr Rho
Thomas Martin Kappa

C. E. McNeal Chi
R. H. Morrisey Sigma
H. G. Pearee Tau
F. B. Peters Phi
A. Erwin Rankin Beta Beta
Gilbert H. Robinson Zeta
D. E. Sanderson Nu
Frederick W. Smith Zeta
Kenneth B. Smith Zeta
John R. Smucker, Jr Tau
Edward G. Stevens Theta Theta
Warren F. Wielland (?)
J. W. Williams (?)
Bryan O. Winter Theta Theta
Foster H, Williams Psi
Clarke Ewing Theta Theta
Russell E. Winters (?)



IN MEMORIAM
Dr. Horace K. Foster, Zeta '79

T\B,. HORACE K. FOSTER, 73, medical examiner of Eighth Essex
J--' County District and one of the most prominent physicians in
eastern Massachusetts, died at his home, 2 Park Street, Peabody, Feb
ruary 21, 1928.
He was a native of North Andover, attended Phillips Exeter and was

graduated from Dartmouth College in 1879 and from Dartmouth Medical
School in 1882. He also attended the College of Physicians and Sur
geons of New York. He has been a practicing surgeon and physician
for 46 years.

He was president of the J. B. Thomas Hospital, Peabody, for twenty
years, and for many years a member of the board of trustees. He served
a term on the school committee and was vice-president of the Warren
Five Cents Savings Bank, Peabody.
He was a member of the Massachusetts Medical Society, the American

Medical Society and was prominent in various orders.

William K. JAMESy Beta '78

WILLIAM K. JAMES, seventy-five, president of the International
Farm Congress, died at St. Joseph, Mo., November 11, 1927. Mr.

James was serving his third term as head of the congress, incorporated
as a research and educational institution, providing a forum for repre
sentatives of all branches of agriculture.
Born in Wilmington, Del., he was graduated from Yale in the class

with William Howard Taft, also a member of the Beta Chapter, Chief
Justice of the United States, and went to St. Joseph in 1878 to practice
law. From 1898 to 1902 he served as a judge of the Circuit Court at St.
Louis, while in 1917 he was elected to the Missouri House of Representa
tives. While a member of the legislature he was active in securing
prison reform and industrial training for negroes. He was a leader in
organizing the Farm Bureau in his county, state and nation. Directors
of the Missouri River Navigation Association elected him chairman
in 1925.

Hart Lyman, Beta '73

HART LYMAN, formerly editor of The New York Tribune, who suc

ceeded Whitelaw Reid in 1905 when Mr. Reid became Ambassador
to the Court of St. James, died October 30, 1927, at the Hotel La Salle,
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30 East Sixteenth Street, after an illness of nearly two weeks. He was

seventy-six years old.

After being one of the most active newspaper men in the city, Mr.
Lyman retired from the Tribune on March 1, 1913, at the close of thirty-
seven years service, to write special articles for magazines. He had been
in poor health for the last year.

Hart Lyman was born in Plymouth, Conn., December 8, 1851, the son

of the Rev. Ephraim and Hannah Richards Lyman. He was graduated
in 1873 from Yale, where he was editor of "The Yale Literary Maga
zine" and a member of Scroll and Key. For the next two years he
studied at the University of Berlin and the University of Heidelberg,
following a few months as a school instructor in Stockbridge, Mass. In
1875 and 1876 he studied law in Minneapolis, the home of his elder

brother, George R. Lyman.
Mr. Lyman retired March 1, 1913, and was succeeded as editor in

chief by Ogden Reid, the son of his predecessor. Speaking editorially
of Mr. Lyman, The Tribune of that date said :

"The Tribune regrets to announce the retirement of Mr. Hart Lyman,
whose editorship ends with to-day 's issue. Mr. Lyman was The Tribune 's
third editor, succeeding Mr. Whitelaw Reid, who succeeded Horace

Greeley, the founder of the paper. He assumed the post eight years ago,
when Mr. Reid retired from it to become Ambassador of the United
States to Great Britain, and kept the paper true to its great traditions,
being qualified for his task by years of experience as a practical journal
ist, gained through service upon it in various capacities.

' ' The good wishes of all the staff and of the owners of The Tribune go
with him now that he is seeking the well earned rest to which his long
and faithful labors entitle him. ' *

Mr. Lyman was a member of the Yale Club as well as of the University
Club, at which he resided.

George B. Mallon, Gamma '87

GEORGE BARRY MALLON, former city editor of The Sun, with
which he became connected under the editorship of Charles A. Dana,

and for the last ten years adviser on publicity to the Bankers Trust
Company, died January 13, 1928, of leucocythemia in the Howard Kelly
Hospital, Baltimore. As editor and writer, Mr. Mallon had been active
for nearly forty years in literary circles of New York.
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He was born at Malone, N. Y., on May 20, 1865, the son of M. S. and
Martha Elizabeth (Barry) Mallon. He was educated at Franklin Acad

emy and at Amherst College, from which he was graduated in 1887.

In the Fall of that year he came to New York City, beginning his ca

reer as a reporter on The Commercial Advertiser. In 1888 Mr. Mallon
went to The Sun.

Mr. Mallon was made assistant city editor of The Sun in 1895, and city
editor in 1903. He continued for ten years as city editor and in that
time trained several young newspaper men who are outstanding mem

bers of their profession today.
When Mr. Mallon resigned from The Sun to become associated with

the Butterick Publishing Company in 1912, the Sun Alumni Association

gave in his honor a farewell luncheon at the Hotel Brevoort, at which
Charles S. Whitman, then District Attorney and later Governor of New

York, presided.
After the United States entered the World War Mr. Mallon took part

in the War Savings Campaign in New Jersey, where he lived, and
founded a weekly called War Thrift, which was an effective organ in

promoting the sale of thrift stamps.
At the time he made his only active contact with politics as publicity

manager of the Fusion campaign to re-elect Mayor John Purroy Mitchel.

While connected with the Bankers Trust Company Mr. Mallon was in

charge of the publication by that company of a series of surveys or

monographs on the financial condition of England, France and Canada,
and on many financial and economic subjects.

Ira a. Place, Cm '81

IRA ADELBERT PLACE, senior law vice-president of the New York

Central Lines, died suddenly January 24, 1928, of thrombosis follow
ing a stroke of apoplexy earlier in the day, at his home, 268 West Sev

enty-seventh Street. He was 73 years old.

Mr. Place's name will be linked with some of the most important
improvements in New York City in the present generation. For he had

represented his company in its negotiations with the city which had

resulted among other things in the opening of Depew Place�the bottle

neck of Park Avenue on the easterly side of the Grand Central Terminal,
and had announced at a meeting of the Board of Estimate on Monday
that the New York Central was ready to cooperate with the city in the

vast west side improvement
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The veteran railroad lawyer and officer had seemed in the best of
health when he appeared at the Board of Estimate meeting. He had
seemed to take pleasure in the graceful speech he made, saying that
while the company hoped for more room for expansion of its yards on

the west side, it still wished to cooperate with the city and was ready
to make concessions.

That he must have had little or no warning of his last illness was
disclosed by the fact that he had told city officials of his plans to go to

Albany yesterday afternoon to preside at a conference of his company's
executives. Borough President Julius Miller of Manhattan, Aldermanic
President Joseph V. McKee and other city officials who had been in
close contact with Mr. Place during the years of negotiations between the
city and the railroad on different projects were deeply shocked by his
sudden death.

Mr. Place was bom in New York City on May 5, 1854, the son of
Thomas and Elizabeth (Burdick) Place. He received his early educa
tion in the public schools of New York City, then attended Alfred
Academy, Alfred, N. Y., and was graduated from Cornell University
with the degree of A. B. in 1881.

He was admitted to the bar in 1883 and entered the law department
of the West Shore Railroad, now part of the New York Central. In
1884 he became a member of the New York Central and Hudson River
Railroad law department, and was appointed General Attorney for the
company in November, 1902. Two years later he was made General
Counsel of the New York Central, east of Buffalo, and on Dec. 5, 1906,
he was elected a Vice-President in charge of law, land, tax and claim
departments.
He served as Vice-President of the New York Central Railroad Com

pany from 1914 to 1919, and as General Solicitor under the United States
Railroad Administration in 1919-1920. On June 1, 1927, he was ap
pointed senior law Vice-President of the New York Central Railroad
Company, the Michigan Central Railroad Company, the Cleveland, Cin
cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company and the Pittsburgh &
Lake Erie Railroad Company.
At a seventieth anniversary dinner given in his honor by railroad

associates, headed by Patrick E. Crowley, President of the New York
Central Lines, Mr. Place disclosed that in his youth he had started out to
be a newspaper man, that he had worked as a farmer, a shopman, printer
and compositor; that he had been editor of his college paper, concluded
that he was a failure as a journalist and then decided on law for a pro
fession.
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Mr. Place was a trustee of Cornell University, and a member of Phi
Kappa, Psi Upsilon, and of the Adirondack League, the Bar Association
of New York City, the New York State and American Bar Associations.
He was a member also of the University, Century, Cornell and St.
Andrew's Golf Clubs.

Judge Oscar W. Newman, Iota '88

OSCAR W. NEWMAN, 60, of 57 Winner Ave., Columbus, Ohio, ex-

justice of the Ohio supreme court, fell dead of heart disease when
stricken in the washroom of the Athletic Club at Columbus on February
19, 1928.
A short time before. Judge Newman, after finishing his dinner, called

Dr. Charles E. Turner by phone and complained of a pain in his side.
He asked the doctor to come over to the club, but when the latter arrived
the judge was dead.

Elected justice of the Ohio supreme court in 1912, Judge Newman

served until defeated for re-election in the Republican landslide of 1918.

While serving on this high judicial bench he commanded the admira

tion and respect of his profession because of his method of conducting
business.

Following relinquishment of the supreme court bench, he conducted

a private practice, with offices at 17 S. High St.

Appointed master commissioner by Federal Judge Hough in the Col

umbus gas rate controversy, he w,as called upon to prepare data showing
both the city's and the gas company's sides of the case. It was this

material that resulted in Judge Hough ruling that 40-cent gas was not

exorbitant.

Judge Newman was born in Portsmouth, the son of a lawyer, George
0. Newman. His first public office was that of prosecuting attorney of

Scioto County. Later he served on the common pleas bench of that

county.
He was graduated from Kenyon College. Because of his election to

the supreme court and his outstanding accomplishments at the bar, his
alma mater a few years ago conferred upon him the degree of Doctor of

Laws.

Death of Judge Newman

(Editorial from the Ohio State Journal of February 21)

Oscar W. Newman was a citizen whom it is hard to spare. His sudden

death is a blow to the community and a sad loss to many, many friends.
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He was a man of the highest character and a singularly attractive per
sonality, a great manly fellow without an ounce of meanness or small-
ness in his makeup. He was one of those men with whom a chance
meeting and a moment's chat were enough to brighten a day. He had
the respect of the community and the affection of all who enjoyed the
pleasure of his acquaintance.
Judge Newman rendered the state fine service on the bench of the

Ohio supreme court. He was an able, conscientious and courageous
judge, intent only upon interpreting the law justly. He carried the
same high principles into the private practice of his profession. As
master commissioner in the Columbus gas rate controversy, by appoint
ment of Judge Hough of the United States district court, he prepared
a notable report, reflecting the thoroughness and impartiality of his
investigations and favoring the people's contention because he had con

vinced himself that law and justice lay on that side. It was a great dis
appointment to those who knew this fine, competent, honorable man

when he did not see his way clear to accepting a place on the state
public utilities commission. He would have been an ideal member of that
important board; the people's interests would have been safe in his
hands. Well, his work is over now but he did it faithfully while he was

here and leaves an honored memory.

Herbert Gouverneur Ogden, Chi '96
TTERBERT GOUVERNEUR OGDEN died suddenly at Easton, Pa.,
A 1 while on a business trip. He had for many years lived at Portland
Farm, the site of Gen. Putnam's earth works during the Revolution, but
of late years had resided in New York City while his family of one son

and five daughters were being educated in Prance and Switzerland.
He was the son of Herbert Gouverneur Ogden of New York and Mary

A. (Greene) Ogden of Brooklyn, and was bom at Newark, N. J., on

Sept. 21, 1873. He was educated in the public schools of Washington,
D. C, and entered Comell University with the class of 1896. He was
initiated with Chi Chapter of Psi Upsilon in 1892; played on the varsity
football squad and was elected to both junior (Aleph Samach) and
senior (Sphinx Head) honor societies. In 1897 he received the degree
of M. E. (E. E.) from Sibley College of Engineering, Cornell Univer
sity; and then the following degrees: George Washington University,
L.L. B., 1898 ; Georgetown University, L.L. M., 1900 ; George Washing
ton University, M. P. L., 1901. While studying law he was initiated
into Phi Delta Phi.
He was admitted to the bar of the District of Columbia in 1901 and
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to the bar of New York State and the Federal Courts for the Second
Judicial Circuit in 1905.
He practiced patent law at Washington, D. C, from 1898 to 1902, when

he removed to New York City. There he continued his profession with
various firms, notably Dickerson, Brown, Raegener & Binney and Shef
field & Betts, until the start of the World War, when he retired to his
farm at Stamford, Conn. He had become a specialist in wireless teleg
raphy and telephony and after declaration of war by the United States
he was drafted for service as patent counsel for Marconi Wireless Tele
graph Co., where he remained until 1919 when the Radio Corporation of
America was formed.
On December 1, 1919, he became head of the legal and patent depart

ment of IngersoU-Rand Company of New York. Here he organized this
department and for seven years kept in close touch with the company 's

engineers. At the time of his death he was reorganizing and develop
ing the company 's experimental department and was chairman pro tem.
Resolutions on his death by the Ingersoll-Rand Company board of di
rectors said in part :
"For thirteen years we had the benefit of his legal advice, and the

pleasure of his personal friendship. Inspired by the highest ideals
and with unfailing faith in the company, he labored unceasingly and un

selfishly in his chosen field. The present high standing of his depart
ment, and the patent protection covering the products of the company
stand as fitting records of his ability and zeal. ' '

A member of the Patent Bar, who had often been opposed to him in

court, wrote:
' ' While our profession has suffered a genuine loss by the death of Mr.

Ogden, I feel that the branch of it in which he and I have been particu
larly engaged has been deprived of a specialist of outstanding ability.
Whether in agreement or in those matters in which we unfortunately
had to disagree, I always found him highly capable, invariably courteous
and thoroughly honest and upright."
He is survived by his wife, his son Gouverneur, and his daughters

Gladys, Sidney, Ann, Faith and Elizabeth, ranging from twenty years
to five years old. He is also survived by his brother, Warren G. Ogden,
Chi 1901, a patent lawyer of Boston, and his sister, Mrs. N. Darrell

Harvey, of Providence, R. I.
His social activities were varied. He was for many years a member

of the Cosmos Club, Washington, D. C, and the Union League Club,
New York City. At various times he was a member of New York Ath
letic Club, Cornell Club (New York), Psi Upsilon Club (Washington
and New York), Suburban Club of Stamford, Conn., Riverside Yacht
Club of Riverside, Conn., and Kiwanis Club of Easton, Pa.
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Theodore Pomeroy, Beta '09

THEODORE POMEROY, vice-president of Case, Pomeroy & Co., in
vestment bankers, of 60 Beaver St., New York, died Dec. 3, 1927, at

Tucson, Ariz., where he had gone a few weeks before to rest. Death was

caused by heart disease, from which Mr. Pomeroy had suffered for many
years. He was thirty-nine years old.
A native of Chicago, Mr. Pomeroy entered the banking business soon

after he was graduated from Yale University and was one of the youngest
bankers in the financial district.
After leaving college in 1909 Mr. Pomeroy entered the Chicago bank

ing firm of King, Farnam & Co. In 1916 he came to New York City with
Jeremiah Milbank, his brother-in-law, and Walter S. Case. Mr. Case
is president and Mr. Milbank one of the directors of Case, Pomeroy &
Co. Mr. Pomeroy also was president and director of the K. P. Products
Company.
In 1910 Mr. Pomeroy married Miss Louise Schultz, of St. Paul, Minn.,

who survives, together with their son, Theodore, Jr. Before her marriage
Mr. Pomeroy 's mother, who also survives, was Miss Christina King, mem
ber of the well known Chicago family.
Mr. Pomeroy made his home at 1035 Fifth Avenue. His country

home was at Port Chester, N. Y. His clubs were the Metropolitan, Yale
and Bankers.

Dr. G. R. Satterlee, Lambda '94

DR. GEORGE REESE SATTERLEE, an authority on gastro-intes-
tinal disorders, died Feb. 8, 1928, at his home in Riverdale, N. Y. He

was 54 years old. Dr. Satterlee was bom at Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., a son

of Edward Rathbone and Joanna Mesier Reese Satterlee.
He attended St. Paul's School at Concord, N. H., and then entered

Columbia College, from which he was graduated in 1894. He took gradu
ate work, receiving an M. A. degree in 1898, the same year in which he
was graduated from the College of Physicians and Surgeons.
After graduation he continued his studies abroad, taking work at

Berlin and Vienna. He also took postgraduate work at the Hood-Wright
and Montefiore Hospitals. He had been attached to many hospitals in
New York during his long career. From 1903 to 1910 he was an instructor
in histology and embryology in the University and Bellevue Hospital
Medical College; was an assistant pathologist at St. Vincent's Hospital
for four years and an attending pathologist at Gouverneur Hospital from
1907 to 1909.

During the past four years he had been conducting extensive experi-
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ments in endocrinology at Fordham Hospital. The current issue of the
Medical Journal and Record contains a report of studies made in the use

of sheep glands in the treatment of various diseases.
He has been a member of the staff of Fordham Hospital since 1913.

Other hospitals in which he held clinical or visiting positions were Roose
velt, Midtown, Presbyterian and Washington Heights.
He was a member of the Seventh Regiment of the New York National

Guard, and during the World War served as a Captain and medical
officer in the Sanitary Corps of the Ninth Coast Artillery.

Stanley Shaffer, Beta '83

STANLEY SHAFFER, prominent member of the Cincinnati bar, died
at Cincinnati on February 9, 1928. He was a brother of Louis W.

Shaffer, Beta '76, Frank N. Shaffer, Beta '77, and Frederick D. Shaffer,
Beta '83.
As a young man Shaffer went to Kansas and operated a cattle ranch

for ten years. He returned to Cincinnati in the 90s, studied law, was
admitted to the bar and practiced law until his death. He was asso

ciated with the builders of the Cincinnati, Lawrenceburg & Aurora Elec
tric Street Railway Company from its beginning and this connection con

tinued until his end.
In politics he was an Independent Democrat and twice a candidate for

judicial office. �"

Frederic Stevens, Beta '58

FREDERIC WILLIAM STEVENS, retired banker and second oldest

alumnus of Yale, died January 20, 1928, at his residence, 925 Park

Avenue, New York City, after an illness of eleven weeks, at the age of 88.

Mr. Stevens was a grandson of Albert Gallatin, who was Secretary of
the Treasury under Jefferson and Madison; and of General Ebenezer

Stevens, a member of the Boston Tea Party, an artillery officer in the

Battle of Saratoga and commander of the forces defending New York

in the War of 1812.
At Yale, where he graduated seventh in the class of 1858, Mr. Stevens

was a member of the varsity crew. After studying abroad for three

years, he returned to the United States in 1861 and volunteered for the

Civil War as a private in the Twenty-second Regiment. He studied law

in this city and was admitted to the bar in 1865. He never engaged ex

tensively in practice, however, devoting himself chiefly to the manage
ment of his estate and to the fulfillment of the duties of his association
with various banks.
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On January 12 he began his fifty-seventh consecutive year of service
as a director of the Chemical National Bank, the longest term of service
of any bank director in the United States. Members of his family have
been stockholders in the Chemical National during nearly its entire
history of 103 years.

Percy H. Johnson, President of the Chemical National Bank, said:
"Throughout Mr. Stevens' term of service he has been recognized by his
associates for his farseeing and conservative financial and economic wis
dom. He was the finest type of gentleman of the old school, and he
brought to our bank the happy combination of culture and business judg
ment. We have lost a true friend and wise counselor, one whose place it
will be most difficult to fiU."

Right Reverend Ethelbert Talbot, Zeta '70

BISHOP ETHELBERT TALBOT, of the Diocese of Bethlehem, Pa.,
died peacefully, February 27, 1928, at the home of his daughter, Mrs,

Franklin Donaldson, in Tuckahoe, N. Y., after thirty-six hours of uncon
sciousness. Mr. and Mrs. Donaldson, Dr. Harry H. Stevens and two
nurses were present.
Bishop Talbot retired from active duty last October 1 because of ill

ness and soon afterward suffered a stroke while in Boston.
Dr. Talbot was made Presiding Bishop of the Episcopal Church on

February 18, 1924, holding the office until the election at New Orleans
in 1925 of the Right Rev. John Gardner Murray, Bishop of the Diocese
of Maryland. Until the election of Bishop Murray the office had been
occupied according to canon law by the oldest active Bishop in point of
his consecration.
At the time of his death Dr. Talbot was the oldest Bishop in the Epis

copal Church, He was the active head of the Diocese of Bethlehem until
Oct. 1, 1927, having resigned in the previous May,
While Bishop Talbot was Presiding Bishop he consecrated on Nov, 24,

1925, the Rev. Dr, Ernest M, Stires of New York as Bishop of the
Diocese of Long Island, This was a noteworthy event in St, Thomas's
Church, where Dr, Stires had been rector for twenty-five years.
It was as Missionary Bishop of Wyoming and Idaho that Dr, Talbot

was first consecrated. This was on May 27, 1887, While performing his
Episcopal duties m the Far West he made bronco riding one of his
recreations. Years afterward, on his way home from the General Epis
copal Convention in Portland, Ore., in the Pall of 1922, Bishop Talbot
stopped off to visit his old haunts and was a spectator of his favorite
sport. He received a royal welcome, many of those he had baptized and
confirmed in their youth then being the leading men and women of their
towns.
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Bishop Talbot, in his frontier days, had many strange experiences.
Once a road agent held up the coach in which he was a lone passenger.

"Surely you wouldn't rob a poor Bishop?" said Dr. Talbot.
"Did you say you were a Bishop?" asked the bandit.
"Yes, just a poor Bishop," was the reply.
"What church?"
"The Episcopal."
' ' The hell you are ! Why, that 's the church I belong to ! Go along,

driver. ' '

When the Bishop appeared at a Coeur d'Alene mining camp to preach
it turned out en masse to hear him. News of his coming was furnished

by a sign outside the door of the leading gambling place, which read :

' ' The Bishop is coming. Let all turn out to hear the Bishop, Services
in George and Human's Hall tomorrow, Sunday, 11 A. M. and^ 8 P. M.
Please leave your guns with the usher. ' '

It was in 1898 that Bishop Talbot went to the See of Bethlehem. An

accomplishment there of which he was proud was his building a home
for Episcopal students, many of them in Lehigh University. This home
was across the avenue from his own residence.

Bishop Talbot was born in Fayette, Mo., on Oct, 9, 1848,
The Bishop was the son of Dr, John A. and Alice Day Talbot. He

was graduated in 1870 from Dartmouth, which college twelve years later
conferred on him the honorary degree of Doctor of Divinity. He was

graduated from the General Episcopal Theological Seminary, this city,
in 1873, and was ordained the same year.
From 1873 to 1887 the young clergyman served simultaneously as

rector of St. James Church, Macon, Mo., and headmaster of St, James's

Military Academy. He resigned upon being elected Bishop.
Bishol Talbot wrote several books, perhaps the best known of which

was "My People of the Plains," Others were "A Bishop Among His

Flock," "Tim�An Autobiography of a Dog," and "A Bishop's Mes

sage." He also was the author of numerous articles and pamphlets, and
he published many of his sermons.
In the year of his consecration Bishop Talbot received the honorary

degree of Doctor of Laws from the University of Missouri and the de

gree of Doctor of Sacred Theology from the General Seminary.
Dr. Talbot married Miss Dora Frances Harvey of Roanoke, Mo,, on

Nov. 5, 1873. She died some years ago.
For many years Bishop Talbot was a representative of the General

Convention at the meeting of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ
in America. Although the Episcopal Church permits its delegates simply
to sit as "listeners-in," Bishop Talbot was a regular attendant. He was
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Chairman of the Commission on Revision of the Lectionary of the Gen
eral Convention and had served for many years as Chairman of the
Commission on Christian Unity.
The Bishop traveled widely until age prevented. He had preached

in Westminster Abbey and in St. Paul's Cathedral, London,
In street dress he followed that of the bishops of the Church of Eng

land, wearing knee-breeches, gaiters and a black silk apron.

On April 19, 1927, Bishop Talbot was elected chaplain of the Pennsyl
vania Society, succeeding the Right Rev. Thomas J. Garland, Bishop of

Pennsylvania.
Many members of Psi Upsilon will remember Bishop Talbot during

his attendance at the Convention held with the Pi Chapter in May, 1925.
He made one of his usual stirring addresses at the Convention banquet.
He was a loyal and interested member of the fraternity and for years
has been a regular subscriber to the Diamond, Psi Upsilon mourns the

passing of this distinguished son.

Bishop Talbot wiU be remembered as a great missionary bishop at a

time when the Rocky Mountain region was looked upon almost as a

foreign field. For eleven years he made his circuit by horseback and

stage, as did Peter Cartwright in the Middle West at an earlier period.
But he did not make his appeal by yielding anything of his own dignity
or descending to vulgarity. He was the bishop even to Billy Bartlett,
the confessed disciple of Robert IngersoU, who yet helped in conducting
the service; to the men of the Idaho mining camp who begged him to

stay and be their preacher; and to the drunken companion who, after
rounding up the men from the saloon to hear him preach, gave encour

agement to him as he touched upon the sins of gambling and card-

playing, to which the auditor himself was not addicted, by shouting in

language that had no blasphemy in it there: "Give 'em hell, bishop,"
The story of those experiences in "My People of the Plains" is one

that preserves not only a picture of the rough externals of the life of
those pioneer days in the Far Northwest, but also a revelation of human
souls when not hidden by conventions. It should be kept in our libraries.
His later book, "A Bishop Among His Flock," though' it discusses the
social and ecclesiastical problems of a later period in the language of
more highly cultured life, suggests that one wastes sympathy on a mis

sionary of such adventurous spirit as Bishop Talbot's, who shares in the

experiences of the mining camp or the ranch. For all his vestments and

symbols of office, he was brother to the men of the frontier. His monu

ment should be out where his people of the plains lived and he should
find rest where, as was said of another bishop, "he never rested,"�^New
York Times, Feb, 29, 1928.
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Alfred B, Thacher, Beta '74

ALFRED BAUMONT THACHER, former member of Simpson,
Thacher & Bartlett, one of the leading New York law firms for a

generation, died February 10, 1928, at his home, 486 Scotland Road,
South Orange, N. J., of a stroke of apoplexy after a year of ill health.
He was 73 years old.
Mr, Thacher was born in New Haven, Conn,, a son of Professor Thomas

A. Thacher of Yale and Elizabeth Day Thacher. His first American
ancestor was the Rev. Thomas T. Thacher, first minister of the Old South
Church in Boston. Mr. Thacher went from the Hopkins Grammar School
to Yale, where he was graduated in 1874. He then spent three years
in further study and returned to Yale as an instructor.
In 1879 Mr. 'Thacher moved to New York and started his distinguished

career at the bar, which continued until his retirement in 1923. His

brother, the late Thomas A. Thacher, was a member of the firm for

many years. Mr. Thacher was a member of the New York City Bar

Association and the University Club for many years.
Brother Thacher had six brothers, all of whom were members of the

Beta Chapter: James K., '68; Thomas, '71; Edward, '72; John S., '79;
Sherman D., '83, and William L., '87.

Professor P. Wells Williams, Beta '79

WORD was received recently of the death on January 20, 1928, in
New Haven, Conn., of Frederick Wells Williams, Chairman of the

Board of Trustees of the College of Yale-in-China, in his seventy-first
year. His home was at 155 Whitney Avenue, New Haven.
Professor Williams was born in Macao, a Portuguese colony in China.

He was a son of the famous American missionary, Samuel Wellsi Wil

liams, author of "The Middle Kingdom," one of the first authoritative
books in English on China. The son helped the father in rewriting this

work. After graduating from Yale in 1879, Professor Williams studi.ed

for two years at Goetingen, Berlin, and Paris, A brief period as assistant

librarian at Yale preceded six yeara as editor of The National Baptist.
He returned to Yale in 1893 as an instructor in Oriental history, and
since 1800 he had been an assistant professor. He wrote several books

on China and the Chinese and a biography of his father. In 1885 he

married Fanny Wayland, daughter of the late Rev. H. L. Wayland of

Philadelphia.
Professor and Mrs, Williams were on board the Dollar liner President

Hayes last March when it was struck by bullets during the fighting at

Shanghai.



CHAPTER COMMUNICATIONS

THETA�Union College
TN addition to the coming of Winter,
at last, March 10th marked a great

event in the history of the Theta. On
this date we took in twelve members of
the class of 1931, This is the largest
delegation we have ever had and we

are pleased to announce that it com

prises the following men:

Field Akeley Atadena, Cal.
James D, Allen New York, N, Y,
Edward G, Bergen Brooklyn, N, Y,
Clifford Coward Schenectady, N, Y,
Walter Craig, Jr White Plains, N, Y.
Clark Curtis Ballston, N, Y,
A, Donald Ewald .. Wliite Plains, N. Y.
Albert T. Griffin Southampton, N. Y.
Harold R. Heidorf Cleveland, Ohio
S, Donald McKinstry . Schenectady, N. Y.
Wesley W, Schmitt Brooklyn, N, Y,
David W, Smith Brooklyn, N, Y,
After the ceremony the ninety-fifth an

nual banquet was held. Marvin Strong
Theta '96, acted as toastmaster and dur

ing the evening we heard remarks from
Dr. George Henry Fox, Upsilon '69, Bro.
Clowe, Theta '11, Bro. Craig, Theta '03,
and Bro. Hequembourg, Theta '12, as

well as Brother Hyland, Theta '28. A

good crowd of the Alumni were back
and we hope that all enjoyed themselves
as much as we enjoyed having them.

At the present writing it would seem

that a good many of the brothers are

going north to see Eipsilon Phi installed
in good fashion.

Things have been rather dull in these

A FTEB three and a half years of dili-
�^ gent study and observation a senior
becomes conscious of his great wisdom
and learning. Seeking an outlet for his
thoughts, he turns naturally to the

philosophical, and, at this time, observes

, parts of late and we are sorry that
t there will not be much to report.
I Bros. Hyland and Blair have finished
f their seasons as Captains of Hockey and
fe Swimming and may be seen most any
- afternoon polishing up their niblicks in

search of further glory.
Bro. Wagner got his basketball team

through a rather mediocre season and
is rejoicing over the fact that he has
not as yet been indicted for grand lar
ceny.
Brothers DuBois and Weed having fin

ished with hockey are waiting for the
la-crosse squad to get under way.
Our musical artists, Bros, Rose and

< Peckham, are "en tour," but reports say
they have not been seriously injured by
the infuriated "country folk,"
We have a good squad of Frosh out

for baseball and Schmitt looks as though
he would land a berth on the first nine,

'

He is reputed to be a pitcher of parts.
Some of our wrestlers are preparing

to defend their several titles next week
but we see breakers ahead.

Alumni Please Note

In order that we may see more of our
Brothers in and about Schenectady we

have set aside the first Thursday night
of each month as Alumni night. Dinner
at 6:15 and meeting at 8:00 p. m. If
you can't make dinner we should be glad
to have you come to meeting with us.

Jeffeeson Weed,
Associate Editor.

the Delta from Mount Olympus. Prom
this distant point he sees many things
in a new light. The opening of each
college year finds new men being led to
the Delta's altar. The close of each year
marks the passing of a delegation from

DELTA�New York University
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its halls. In the minute interval between
these two events there is a world�small,
but seemingly all important. What glory
surrounds it all. New leaders are made ;
new tropbies are won. Names of heroes
�captains, presidents, managers, editors
�are recorded in the sands of time. Il
lusions are created, broken down, and
built up again. Life is sweet and then
bitter. Light is found and lost. Truth
is played with. Life is lived in all its

phases. It is serious, and its problems
are experienced in totality. Defeat is
hard. The demons of finance and schol

arship, the storms of internal conflict,
cause foundations to shake and tremble.
But why? Why all this severity in a

miniature world? It is life lived truly,
and out of it friendships are won for
ever.

It will be well to leave this lofty vein
for the moment and descend to things
material. The following men from the

February-September class of 1931 have
been pledged,
Robert T, Blackman, ,Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Richard E. Allen Watertown, N, Y.
Walter V, Rowan Brooklyn, N, Y,
Barton K. Sayles

Irvington-on-Hudson, N. Y,
During Prom week the Delta rose to

new heights in the social world, A very
succesiful Junior Prom held on Friday,
Feb. 24, at the Ritz-Oarlton was fol-

npHE Sigma held its 86th annual initia-
-*� tion on March 3rd and inducted the

following men:

Ralph Frederick Briggs
William Paul Feiten
Ronald Conrad Green, Jr.
Robert Mayard Jordan
John Wallace Lane

lowed by a House Dance that sesmed to
be the moi^t brilliant affair in Delta

history. Brother Klein of the Tau,
Brother Williams of the Zeta, Brother
Webster of the Xi, several brothers from
the Lambda, and many of our younger
ahunni pronounced the dance a record-
breaker for the Delta, Other dances on

the campus were deserted as sixty
couples shared our enjoyment. The sing
ing of Psi U songs added the final win

ning touch to the evening.
At this time our thoughts turn to

Montreal. With the aid of snowshoes
and shovels we will storm the Heights
of Quebec to congratulate and welcome

Epsilon Phi,

Alumni Notes

James Abbott, Delta '83, one of our

most prominent and loyal alumni, has

kindly consented to undertake the mo

mentous task of writing our chapter
history.
The delegations of '19 and '22 have

started a movement to have regular
alumni gatherings at the Chapter house.
At the first meeting of this type Broth
ers Halsey, Tompson, Bob Hughes, Pot
ter, Peterson, Hughes and Ferris were

present. It is hoped that other dele

gations will take up this idea,

H. Aethue Beinckeehopp,
Associate Editor.

Lee McCluer Marshall
Edward Walter Williams

The Sigma is very proud of the new

delegation and feels sure that they will
be an honor to the chapter.
"Bob" Holding, Sigma '14, acted as

toastmaster. Brother Goodrich, Kappa
'20, Brother Gammell, Sigma '78, and as

BETA�Yale University

(No communication received)

SIGMA�Brown University
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usual Dean Randall, Sigma '84, gave the
addresses of the evening. We were es

pecially honored to have Brother Gam
mell with us after an absence of several

years from initiations. Brother Babst,
President of the Executive Council, was
to have been one of the speakers, but
was unable to attend on account of a

severe cold.
The initiation was well attended by

more than forty of our Alumni, and the

Sigma is pleased to see the real interest
the Alumni take in the Chapter.
On March 23 and 24, the Sigma held

a very successful dance at the Chapter
house. Brothers Wertheimer, Fishback
and Diamond were in charge and we

congratulate them for a very excellent

party. A rather novel thing was tried
the first night�an "old clothes" party�
it was as successful as it was novel
and the Brothers feel that it was a

great improvement on the usual formal
first night party.
The Sigma is glad to announce the re

turn this semester of Brothers Mac-
Kenzie, Hauser and Sisley, Brother
MacKenzie has commented on the splen
did hospitality which he received from
the Theta Theta this past Fall when he
was in the West.

We have received several interesting
letters from "Bill" Potter, Sigma '26.
We appreciate his interest and wish some

of the other Alumni would drop us a

line from time to time. Brothers Har
mon, O'Brien and Richards, all of the
class of '27, are in Harvard Law School
and they visit the Chapter now and

again. They say that they find their
time completely taken up by work�we

wonder at times. Brother Staples '25 is
in the mill business in New Bedford and
doing very well. Brother Underdown '26
recently announced his engagement. We
congratulate his fiancee.

The Sigma survived the mid-years with
but one casualty and the average of the
house is higher than it has been for
some years. This record is one to be
proud of, and we feel sure that we can

even better it in June.

The Sigma Chapter wishes to congratu
late Epsilon Phi on its recent initia
tion into the Psi Upsilon fraternity and
feels sure that our recently acquired
Canadian brothers will prove a great as
set to the fraternity.

Harold M. Cole,
Associate Editor.

GAMMA�Amherst College
(No communication received)

ZETA�Dartmouth College
VV/E have suddenly realized that the

completion of mid-year examina
tions was duly celebrated at Carnival,
leaving us the surprised but proud pos
sessors of two facts. The first Is that
the house average has taken a rise, carry
ing us out of the cellar which we so

unquestionably earned last year. The
second fact is that we celebrated this

general uplift with a delightfully sober
Carnival, Those of us who have wit
nessed other years appreciate the novelty
of using those two adjectives to describe
the same Carnival.

We've been rather busy of late. The
House basketball team is threatening to
win the Interfraternity League, When
we speak of the House basketball team
we're not referring to the five brothers
who have helped the college team

throughout the year. Brothers Ellis,
Spaeth, Swartout, Schmidt, and Lewin
will be wearing basketball letters soon.

The swimming team has been aided by
Captain Bryant, McCaw, Birnie, Steers,
McGrath, and Isham. Brother Alexander
managed the hockey team through a very
strenuous season featured by the work
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of Brothers Rogers and Fryberger. Two
weeks ago three Senior Societies on Cam

pus bid sixty men of the class of 1929.
Psi U furnished fifteen of tliis number
in the following proportions. Dragon
pledged Brothers Purse, Parrott, Alex

ander, Walsh, Waddell, Cavanaugh, Fry
berger and Bill Hood. Casque and
Gauntlet pledged Brothers Rogers, Fos

ter, Bryant, McCaw and Hetfield, Sphinx

pledged Brothers Spaeth and Plumb,
You see we've been busy iil our several

ways. In spite of the fact that we are

all working at different things we have
this in common : We are all getting very
sour and will get more sour each day
until the Catharsis of Spring Vacation.

WHXAED ISHAM,
Associate Editor.

LAMBDA�Columbia University

�pvEPERRED Freshman rushing seems yearbook. Brother Keppel is a member
at last to be a definitely established of the track squad, while Brother Harrie,

custom at Columbia, and the Lambda who starred as a member of the Fresh-
weathered the trials of such a system man nine last season, has a strong hold
with fiying colors. As delegations go on on the third sack position on the varsity.
this campus, the number pledged was Charlie Harris, incidentally, was King
average�'and needless to say, the mem- of the Black Avengers, and as head of
bers themselves fine potential Psi U's, this Sophomore society had the difficult

By the time this goes to press the fol- and thankless task of disciplining the

lowing men will have been intitiated and recalcitrant and unyielding Freshmen,

accepted as fuU-fiedged brothers: Brother Eduard Baruch as chairman of

Class of 1928 ^^� songfest committee and a member of

r, TT, T � cix 1. -L- 1 tbe cap and rules group aided In ini-
Serge Vladimir St^l^erbmsky ..^

.

^^^_^ tiating the newcomers to Columbia.
� ' Well in line with Columbia's rowing

Class of 1929 prestige in general, and the Lambda's in
Louis Root New York City particular. Brother Piercy is back at

Class of 1930 Number 4 in the 'Varsity shell and thus

Douglas M, Robertson l^\^^^ ,ff 1"*!^ competition for the

Dobbs Ferry N Y. berth. John Watkms has won a place
' '

in the 1931 crew as has Albert Howe at
Class of 1931 coxswain, Douglas Robertson and Phil

Albert W, J, Howe. . [Ogdensburg, N. Y. Jenney are both seated in the Light-
Bernard P. Ireland Lincoln, Del. ;nreight 'Varsity eight, while Serge Stcher-
Alex E. H. Jensen Mineola, N. Y. binsky is back at stroke of the Junior
John J. McSorley Caldwell, N. J. 'Varsity shell. With such talent in all
John B. Watkins Brooklyn, N. Y. . phases of oarsmanship, it is hardly nec-

Following the tradition of variety in essary to add that the Lambda is playing
participation in outside activities, the its part well in the renaissance of rowing
Lambda has representatives in practie- at Columbia.

ally every activity in voUege. From Brothers Giddings, Aikenhead and

debating to crew, and from baseball to Pettit have been active in the Blue Key
art work for Jester, the brothers of the Society�the managerial candidates' or-

Lambda have steered clear of the nar- ganization�and Dick Aikenhead seems

rowing influence of specialization. Louis well in line for assistant managership in

C. Pedlar, 2nd, has established himself football, while Lou Pettit is manager of

on the art and literary boards of Jester the I. C. A. A. A, A, Meet. Brother

�the Columbia comic�and is also do-i ,, Pettit was recently awarded a gold medal

ing work for the Columbian�the Collegej^for his victory in the cane sprees. Brother
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Howell has been guiding the destinies of
Blue Key for the past season and the

society has become established on a firm
basis. Art Howell also holds down the

position of Associate Manager of crew

and Chairman of the Senior Endowment
Committee. In his latter capacity he
has inaugurated a new plan for Senior
endowment for the College by means of
insurance.

The usual Junior week festivities at
Columbia were participated in by the
Lambda in the form of an open tea
dance which was enjoyed by the mem

bers of the other campus houses as well.
In line with such social functions, an

informal dinner will be held March 14.
This is somewhat of an innovation at
the Lambda, but all signs seem to point
to a successful affair.

Phil Jenney, chairman of the new

rushing committee, has asked that Alum-

fyHE melancholy days are here again
with the brothers tearing off every

week end to the big cities. The house
waded through the exam period, gained
a very satisfactory place in the campus
scholastic standing, and only two broth
ers left our midst for their health.
Athletic representation continues good,

Wilks and Chalmers have answered the
call of early baseball practice, the polo
lads. Sears, Pierce, Osborne, and Dana
are greasing up their mallets for a few
fast chukkers, and all the track stars
continue to break training. Crimmins,
Clark, and Herrick have been awarded
their numerals for their work on the
freshman track team. The house track
team has a good chance of winning the

interfraternity meet which comes off the
last of the month. The Psi U swimming
team works out daily and looks like an

easy winner in the interfraternity swim

ming meet which will be held in a couple
of weeks.

Following the examination period, the

ni or brothers in other chapters who
know of eligible men coming to Co
lumbia next September send word to him
now�early though it may seem. Due
to the system of rushing peculiar to Co

lumbia, a great amount of groimd work
is necessary to insure a successful rush

ing season.

Brothers Russel Bill and Lawson

Barnes, both of the Pi, have recently
been living at the house. Brother El
liott Davis, also of the Pi, and his wife

paid us a brief visit at the Junior dance.
John Orr of the Theta has dropped in
several times of late also. In this con

nection it might be added that the
Lambda welcomes any brothers who

might be visiting in New York and a

glai)ce in the 'phone book will give our

location immediately.
LaWHENCE A. Tassi,

Associate Editor.

Kappa held a very successful house

party. Ridlon was a member of the

sophomore committee which ran things.
Fuller and Wilks have been assigned
tentative parts in the annual commence
ment play. Spring will manage the col

lege musical clubs next year, and along
with Drake, Stone and Wilks has just
completed an extensive tour of northern
New England. It might be mentioned
that the Bowdoin club was awarded third

place in the intercollegiate glee club
contest, recently held in Boston, Beck
ett and Dana, as a result of assiduous
attention to the books, have been placed
on the Dean's list, no mean accomp
lishment in this hard boiled university.
The house is now preparing to en

tertain a swarm of prep school youths
who next week will invade Biunswick
for the yearly interseholastie track meet,
A large and enthusiastic delegation is

laying plans to be present in Montreal
when Epsilon Phi enters Psi Upsilon.
The cars begin to appear on the

KAPPA�Bowdoin College
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campus, the studious atmosphere van

ishes, the seniors begin to worry about
their major exams. Spring is on the

way. Look us up some time,

ALUMNI NOTES

Myron Avery '20 has sent us cards

announcing the arrival of Robert Avery
'47,

C, F, S, Lincoln '91 is in the south

collecting biological specimens for Bow

doin, Also cigars from Havana.

A $20,000 prize in memory of William
J. Curtis '75, given by his wife and

children, has been recently announced by
President Sills.
Joe Ginn ex-'29 paid us a short visit

and livened the house with harrowing
tales of the hard business world,

Laweenge R, Leiach,
Associate Editor.

PSI�Hamilton College
rriHE brothers of the Psi emerged from

the January scholastic battle with

faculty in fairly good shape. We did,
however, lose one brother, a freshman.

Although the fraternity averages have
not yet been announced, the Psi hopes
to maintain a position near the top of
the list.

The chapter has been mildly active in
winter sports. Brother Carpenter played
a consistent game with the basketball

team, and Brother Smith won fame on

the hockey rink. Brothers Hunn and
Barns served as assistant managers of

hockey and fencing. Several of tlie
brothers played on their class teams

during the series of intramural games
in hockey and basketball. At present
we are making strong bids for cham

pionship honors in interfraternity bas
ketball and hockey.
The house is well represented on all

of the publications. The Charlatans,
under the presidency of Brother Pitcher,
are preparing to present their first ma
jor production of the season, "Hell Bent

for Heaven." The Hamilton College
choir, directed by Paul A. Fancher,
Gamma '10, and managed by Wallace B.

Johnson, Psi '15, has just returned from

a highly successful concert tour to New

York City and vicinity. Brothers Don

aldson, Edwards, HUnn, Denne, Shep
herd and Stevens made the trip.
Contrary to its usual custom, the chap

ter did not entertain at a winter house

party between terms. However, a group
of the brothers gave a highly enjoyable
affair in conjunction with the Alpha
Delts at this time.

alumni notes

Wallace B. Johnson '15 has returned
from his annual European tour.
The engagement of D. Douglas Hays

'25 to Miss Helen Ireland of Johnstown,
has been announced. They will be mar

ried in June and will reside in Utica.
Carleton H. Davis '27 is traveling for

Johnson & Johnson.
Tom A. Hickok '27 is studying archi

tecture in Chicago.
Vincent S. Jones,

Associate Editor.

XI�Wesleyan University
(No communication received)

UPSILON�University of Rochester

QINCE the last communication, the
*^ Chapter House has witnessed several

important events, as well as having been

somewhat refreshed by new rugs and

paint, generously provided by our

Alumni,
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Archibald Douglas, Lambda '94, of the
Executive Council, paid us a visit on

February 27, at which time the chapter
was only too delighted to be able to en

tertain him at dinner, at a meeting, and
for a few brief moments afterwards.
We hope that he carried away with him
the best of impressions of the Upsilon.

On February 15 the annual initiation
ceremonies terminated with the heartiest
banquet the brothers have ever attended,
A seven course, record-breaking dinner
was followed by a lively repartee be
tween the toastmaster, Charles R, With-

erspoon '94, and our two distinguished
guest-speakers: Clarence M, Piatt '06
and Joseph Boby, Beta '93, Brother

Witherspoon proved a most able substi
tute toastmaster for Alvah S, Miller '07,
who, at the last moment, was unable to
attend.
The following were the beaming re

cipients of badges:
Class of 1930

Graham C. Mees
Class of 1931

David Allyn
Eugene H. BeHague
John C. Deming
Keith 0. Fowler

George P. Heckel
Allan M. Hill

Henry I, Martins
George M, Suter
L, Carleton Thayer
Lot S, Wilder

On the eve of Washington's Birthday
the Chapter celebrated the anticipated
holiday with its annual mid-winter
dance. The popularity of the function
is attested by the distance which several
young ladies traveled just to be here for
one evening, Toronto, Syracuse and Gen
eva all being duly represented. Never
was the music more alluring, nor the air
filled with atmosphere so conducive to
successful parties as on that eventful
evening when the Upsilon once again
displayed priority in the social rank
which it enjoys on the campus.
In the interval before our next dance

at Easter time, the brothers are planning

to entertain at a Parents' Tea, similar to
the one inaugurated by John Christgau
last year.
The coming of March saw the end of

a most advantageous Varsity basket
ball season. In no small way did Brother
Brown's management contribute to the
decisive drubbings handed Syracuse and
Colgate. Hank Martins and Carl Thayer
are working industriously on plans for
the Frosh Frolic to be held in the Gym
on March 16th, while Bill Havill harps
on the advantages of speaking early for

your Junior Prom ticket. Luc Powell,
business manager, and Bill Mann are

busy selling subscriptions to the Inter-
pres, Year Book, which makes its appear
ance in May during Prom Week.

The drab weather of March is bright
ened by recent basketball and handball
victories over the Alpha Delts, although
we were not once during the season nosed
out of our coveted cellar position. How

ever, Brother Powell promises a reform
in Spring Intramurals and is conse

quently working out in the attic with
the basketball candidates for the House
team. In swimming, the House relay
team managed to weather the season

without a loss, due mainly to the efforts
of Brothers Crebbin, Be Hague, and Mar
tens.

Recently strange noises have been
heard to issue from the cellar. Upon
investigation we find it is only Brother
Thayer working out on the bass drum,
attempting a little close harmony wdth
Brother Fowler, the house soprano. We
have noticed a decided improvement in
Thayer's tone since he joined the Varsity
Ragpickers, college musical (?) organ
ization.
Brothers from the East are urged to

stop off and stay at the House on their
way to the Convention.
Brother Drysdale '26, who is with us

this year, is a member of the college
quartette.
The Chapter notes with regret the

passing of Brothers Nicholas T. Killip
94, and C, R. Sumner 74.
Lucius L. Powell, Associate Editor.
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IOTA�Kenyon College
OINCE the last issue of the Diamond

the Iota has successfully passed an

initiation and the mid-year period of
examinations. We are proud to welcome
as brothers the twelve of our thirteen
pledges who completed the number of
hours required for initiation. Tbe men

initiated were:

Class of '28

Robert Hubbell Evanston, HI.
Mori Kawasaki Tokio, Japan

Class of '29

Donald G. Henning Toledo, Ohio

Class of '31

Robert Alexander Springfield, Ohio
Edward Baldwin Adrian, Mich.
Richard Ellsworth Toledo, Ohio
Frank W. Gale Gatesmill, Ohio

Stephen B. Hilton . . Western Springs, 111.
Theodore Huss, Jr Saginaw, Mich.
David Scott Ives Berea, Ohio
Adair Russell . . Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Lawrence Toland Cleveland, Ohio
A representative group of alumni re

turned for the initiation and the banquet
was therefore a success. We were also

glad to welcome several brothers who,
though they were initiated at other chap
ters, reside near the Iota. It is the sin
cere wish of the chapter that their in
terest continue and we hope thiat when
ever it is possible they will call upon
us. It was also a pleasure to again
welcome R. Bourke Corcoran, Omega '15,
of the Executive Council, who favored
us with many sage words of advice and,
I might add, complimentary words which,
of course, we blushingly pretended not

nPHE most significant thing which is

now occupying the brothers at the
Phi is the advent of Spring�Spring with
that "get out and do things" feeling
which is the herald for all sorts of wild

oats and, I regret to say, in some in

to notice. E. M. Anderson, Iota '14,
quite comfortable in his usual chair at

the head table, ably performed the duties
of toastmaster.

The list of the alumni present includes
the following:

C. P. Calinwell, Iota '86
R. C. Ringwalt, Iota '94

Henry Stanbury, Iota '96
W. Armstrong, Iota '96

B. B. Stanbury, Iota '98
Hart Stanbury, Iota '00
W. C. Curtis, Iota '01
C. A. Wiant, Iota '05
C. Heisey, Gamma '08
E. M. Anderson, Iota '14
R. B. Corcoran, Omega '15
Leavitt Hallock, Gamma '19
P. Hummel, Iota '23
Frank Reese, Omega '24
C. Resor, Iota '27
H. V. Harper, Iota '27
H. H. Greer, Iota '27

At this writing Bud Beidler '28 is rep
resenting the Iota at the installation of

Epsilon Phi at Montreal.

Brothers Palmer and Hetherington,
after an absence of three years, have
reentered school. "My contact with the
world of commerce has shown me the
value of a college degree," says Brother
Palmer.

The Iota hopes to present greater
scholastic achievements in the near fu
ture. One step in this direction has
been made by Brother Ives who ranks
third in his class.

Caeleton Ewbn Cameeon,
Associate Editor.

stances a distaste for study. Brothers
Robinson and Way, in mere exuberance,
held a great pie throwing contest which
will not be soon forgotten by those

present.
The sixty-second initiation for the Phi

PHI�University of Michigan
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was held March 3, 1928, at the Chapter
House. At that time we welcomed into
the bonds the following new brothers:

Class of '30

Theodore S. Everett Des Moines, la.
Robert H. Holmes . . . Battle Creek, Mich,
Nathan S. Potter 3rd. .Ann Arbor, Mich.

Class of '31

William H. Churchill . . . Milwaukee, Wis.
Edgar B. Galloway Hillsdale, Mich.
David N. Holmes Battle Creek, Mich.
John F. Monaghan Detroit, Mich.
Henry C. Moore Ann Arbor, Mich.
Charles H. Reynolds .. South Bend, Ind.
Graham Shinnick Rochester, Minn.
John F. Stanton Detroit, Mich,
Roger N. Turner Battle Creek, Mich.

The success of the initiation was par
ticularly emphasized by the large num

ber of Alumni who returned for it. There
is nothing that is more encouraging for
a Chapter than to feel that the Alumni
are really interested in them.

Brother Will Campbell journeyed to
Montreal as a representative of this
chapter at the installation of the new

Epsilon Phi Chapter there. He was de
lighted with Montreal and the new broth-

A S usual the month of March finds the
Omega at grips with final examina

tions. In spite of the fact that this is a

very important period in our scholastic
existence we are forced to divide the
time usually spent in study with pleas
ant speculations about the 1928 conven
tion. At present It is significant that
our "bull sessions" confine themselves to
the whys and wherefores of convention
procedure instead of the stereotyped
topics. In the near future we hope to
put some of the latent energy revealed in
these discussions to practical use. Al
ready glowing reports have come from
the "sessions" of the Convention Commit-

ers and seems to have had a most pleas
ant experience.
The Chapter to a man is now looking

forward to being in Chicago for the Con
vention. The great exodus to the Omega
will not be in vain according to the

plans which have come to us and every
one is anticipating a big time.
We are pleased to announce that our

grades for the last semester show a con

siderably better average than for the pre-
ceeding semesters and we are determined
to make an even better showing during
the present one. A goodly number of
the brothers are occupied with some sort
of activities. Brother Wlaldron's bril
liant work on the hockey team has won

him an "M" in that sport, and Brother

Seager, our famous natator, is adding
further laurels to his name as a member
of the unbeaten 'varsity swimming team.
The Chapter has been making an effort
to correct our files and wishes to thank
our Alumni for their prompt and cour

teous response to the address cards which
were sent out.
Brother Finley B. Riggs is now a

proud father; we were disappointed that
Sally was not a potential Psi U.

Claeke W. Baldwin,
Associate Editor.

tee which is composed of active alunmi
and undergraduates. You have already
seen the tentative plans in the Diamond
and we can assure you tbat they will be
carried out in full, along with a few
extra attractions which will be revealed
to all brothers who are in Chicago dur

ing May 10, II and 12. In order that
these arrangements may be successfully
carried through it is necessary for every
alumnus and undergraduate brother to
set aside these dates for the greatest
Psi U Convention in history.
The Omega regrets that no imdergrad-

uate brother was able to attend the in
stallation of the Epsilon Phi Chapter,

OMEGA�University of Chicago
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From all reports it was a marvelous
Psi U gathering. However, we wish to

again congratulate our new sister chap
ter. Last Monday evening we had the
pleasure of initiating Brothers Frith and
Barrett, previous members of Epsilon
Phi, who are in Chicago.
In the midst of all this speculation as

to future events the brothers find time
to "carry on" in the extra curriculum

TVTOW that the storms are over, the

chapter is already working into its
old stride. For several semesters our

low scholastic ranking has shamed both
the chapter and the alumni. It seemed
to be inevitable that we should win a

place almost at the very bottom of the
list. During this past semester the

chapter average has improved greatly.
Brother Warner is responsible, for it
was he who put into operation the sys
tem of reducing the principal cause of
our low standing�overcuts. From the
offices of the various colleges throughout
the university, he obtained weekly a re

port on every man.

Overcutters were fined, the fine increas

ing with each offense. As a result, there
were only two overcuts taken; not one

fellow busted out at mid-years, and our

standing was raised well over that of the

average fraternity.
We studied some, too. Brother George

was again the honor man of his class.
As a member of the water polo team, he
recently returned from Annapolis. Yes

terday, he scored 25 points during the

game with Columbia,

Brother Halstead, most active man on

the campus and our unsuccessful candi
date for the Rhoades scholarship, is gone
from among us. He leaves a gap that
will not soon be filled. "Gord" was to

be graduated at mid-years. The presi
dent of the University of Cairo had en

gaged him as his secretary and he was

to sail for Cairo in February. At the

activities. The Cap and Gown, baseball,
track, dramatics, etc., are bearing up un

der the burden of an unusually large
quota of Psi U's,

In conclusion let me say that the new

watchword of all brothers should be:
"I'll see you at the Omega on May 10,
II and 12,"

Castle Feeeman,
Associate Editor.

last moment, a special problem, which
had been accepted by the instructor, was
rejected by the department head. And

so, for the lack of one hour, Gord did
not graduate, much to the regret of his
many friends among the students and

faculty. Gord is now at Columbia com

pleting that last hour, all his plans
smashed.

Second semester rushing, usually neg
lected, was remarkably successful this

year. The following men were pledged:
Allan B. Coughlin '30 Syracuse, N. Y.
Chauncey Frisbie '31 Webster, N. Y.
Frank T. Miller '31 Syracuse, N, Y,
Edwin B. Winkworth '31

Syracuse, N, Y.

John H. Wiggins '29 . . Jamestown, N. Y.
Brother Gould, a prime figure in the

much talked of Student Church move

ment, has been forced to withdraw tem

porarily because of an attack of appen
dicitis. We are glad to say that he is

recovering rapidly and will soon be active

again.
Brothers Kahn and Personius brave

the snow and ice daily at early spring
lacrosse practice. Pledges Frisbie and
Merton Morris are out for freshman la
crosse. Brother Salter retrieves wild
throws in his official capacity as candi
date for managership.
Brother Lamb is to be seen daily scrub

bing in the crewroom for the position of
Vice-Commodore. In his spare moments
the debate team claims him as a strong
member.

PI�^Syracuse University
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Pledge Kennedy is out for track man

agership.
Senior Week Formal was again the

outstanding social event of the college
year. Brother Bruce is to be congratu
lated.
All attention is now directed towards

the forthcoming initiation. By the time
this communication goes to press twelve
men will be wearing dazzling new "Di
amonds."

Alumni Notes

W. F. Merrill, Gamma '99, who was a

frequent visitor to the chapter while

president of the Lampson Company of
this city, is now with the National City
Company of New York City.
Edward H. Hungerford '99, formerly

with the Eastman Company, is now with
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad in the
publicity department located in Balti
more.

Willis H. Michell '99 is now with the
firm of McKenzie, Smith, Lewis &

Michell, the old firm of Spencer &
Michell having been dissolved.

ITH the mid-year examinations

safely over, and with no casualties,
the Chi is starting the new semester with

bright prospects. Following close on the
heels of examinations were the Junior
Week festivities which were even more

successful than had been anticipated and
the conclusion of events was marked by
a note of sadness.

On February 26 the Chapter held its
annual initiation at which six new broth
ers were welcomed into the brotherhood.
The new brothers are :

Class of 1930

Montie Fowler Cone Unadilla, N. Y.

Class of 1931

Edmund Norwood Bacon

Wallingford. Pa.
John Bigelow Caldwell . . Fredonia, N. Y.

W. E. (Ned) Boone recently moved
into his new home on West Moreland
Avenue.

Neal Brewster '02, member of the Pub
lic Service Commission of the State of
New York, recently attended chapter
meeting.
Arthur H. Norton '99, president of Ke-

uka College for women, was recently in
town attending the educational confer
ence.

Walter Glass '12, star oarsman of his

time, is expected to speak at the initia
tion banquet. He is now with the B.
F. Goodrich Rubber Company of Akron,
Ohio.

Ernest Wilson Clement of the Omega,
recently at chapter meeting, presented an

autographed copy of his latest book, "A
Short History of Japan." Brother
Clement is professor of English in the
First Higher School at Tokyo, Japan.

Meeton Henbt,
Associate Editor.

Elmer Lewis Gates, Jr Chicago, 111.

Henry Conger Purcell . . Watertown, N. Y.

William Alfred Tydeman, Jr
Easton, Pa.

From the Class of 1931 the following
were recently pledged:
Perry Cornell Dechert

Harrisonville, Va.

Stewart Anderson Maurer

Rochester, N. Y.

Francis Darrow Parker. . . .Owego, N. Y,
Mr, Parker is the son of Brother John

Mason Parker, Chi '96, and a brother of
John Mason Parker IH, Chi '28.
Brother and Mrs. Foster M. CofBn,

Chi '12, recently announced the birth of
a son.

Robeet L. Bliss,
Associate Editor.

CHI�Cornell University
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BETA BETA�Trinity College
A FTjER having given so much space in
�^

our last communication to a recount

ing of Beta Beta's unsurpassedly high
scholastic record, it may seem like un

necessary repetition to mention it again
in this communication. We are going
to mention it, but in another connection.
When we last spoke about the chapter's
scholarship it was at best in a prophetic
vein, for at that time the mid-year exams
had not yet come to wreak their usual

destruction, and the most that we could
do was to intimate how hard we were

going to hit them. Now the exams are

but a memory, and it is time to tell
how hard we did hit them. For the first
time in the memory of even our oldest

patriarch not a single brother was

dropped from college, and not a single
one was placed on probation. We are,
of course, grieved at having broken a

grand tradition, one which extended all
the way back to those never-to-be-resur
rected days when a Beta Beta man oc

casionally made "Phi Bete." And had
we known that we were about to create
a precedent, we feel sure that the lone
brother who received three "60's" would
have been glad to lower a couple of them
to "59's."
At the time of this writing the Inter

fraternity basketball season has just
bowed itself out of the picture. Up until
practically the end of the season Psi U

was tied with Alpha Chi Rho for first

place. Then, just at the crucial mo

ment when the prize cup seemed within

our grasp. Brother Nye, our invincible

centre, was made eligible for the Varsity
team and consequently ineligible for ours,

�pSI UPSILON, and particularly the
�*� Eta Chapter, recently suffered a great
loss when our esteemed brother, the Right
Reverend Ethelbert Talbot, Zeta '70,
passed to the great beyond. Brother

Talbot was a bishop in the Episcopal
denomination for forty-one years and

along with Brother Stewart. As a re

sult the Crows nosed us out by a bare
few points and were awarded the cup.
However, we administered thorough
trouncings to Delta Psi, Delta Phi�and
what is happiest of all to record�to the
Dekes and the Alpha Delts. And what
is the mere loss of a cup and a game
to the Crows, alongside of complete vic
tories over our old rivals, the Alpha
Delts and Dekes? Nothing.
We are happy to announce that a son

was born to the President and Mrs.
Ogilby, and equally as happy to announce

that already the new addition has been

pledged Psi U! Three days after little
Alexander was born several of the broth
ers journeyed up to the president's house
with a shiny garnet and gold button, and
asked permission of prexy to pledge his
son. President Ogilby said that he would
be only too glad to give his permission,
but that it was only fair to the other
fraternities to observe the rushing agree
ment, and since Alexander had not been
on the campus a week yet, the new sub-
freshman could not be pledged. So we

waited until the week was up, and then
Brother Young went up and affixed the
button to whatever fixable part of the
clothing the baby was at that moment

wearing. One of the Alpha Delts was

acquainted with the baby's nurse, and he
did his best to coerce her into accepting
an Alpha Delt pledge pin for Alexander,
but the nurse evidently knew her fra
ternities, and Psi U won out as usual.

John Ellis Laege,
Associate Editor.

at the time of his death was the oldest
bishop in America. His name and repu
tation were known in every corner of
the land and his passing brings to a

close one of the most active and success

ful careers in the Episcopal Church. In
addition to his religious work, the Bishop

ETA�Lehigh University
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was a corporate member of the Board of
Trustees of Lehigh University for thirty-
one years. His unselfish and splendid
work will live long in the hearts of those
who had the privilege of coming in con

tact with his inspiring life.
For a number of years, the Bishop

lived in Bethlehem, during which time
he made frequent visits to the Chapter
House. Ot a recent meeting, the Chap
ter unanimously passed the following
resolution :

"Whereas, On Tuesday, February 28,
1928, one of our brothers has passed
to the great beyond, who, for forty-one
years was bishop in the Episcopal church
and at the time of his death the oldest

bishop in America and was always a

loyal and active member of this fra

ternity, and
"Wihereas, He was held in the highest

honor and esteem by all the brothers
who had the privilege of knowing him,
therefore be it

"Resolved, That at this, the regular
meeting of the Eta Chapter of the Psi
Upsilon Fraternity, assembled February
28, 1928, we express our profound regret
and sincere sorrow upon the death of
our brother, the Right Reverend Ethel
bert Talbot, Zeta '70, and that this be
come a part of our records and be com

municated to Brother Talbot's family."
The annual initiation ceremonies and

banquet were held Saturday, Feb. 25,
at which time the following men were

taken in:
Eben Francis Evers . . . East Aurora, N. Y.
Louis Lentz Chaffee. Grand Rapids, Mich.
William Sargent Clark

Springfield, Mass.

Walton Forstall, Jr Rosemont, Pa.
Jack Ralph Latham . . Greenwich, Conn.

At the banquet, George Craig Leidy '98

proved to be a most effective toastmaster
as A. R. Gee '93 will testify. Other
alumni brothers present were Walton
Forstall '91, Parke Hutchinson '04, R. S.
Taylor '95, R. C. Watson '13, Ben Hille-
gas '25, J. E. McDevitt '07, F. P. Spald
ing '25, L. Stewart Wight '28, Morris
Smith, Tau '02, G. T. Sharp, Tau 'II, J.
M. Holmes '25, H. F. Sarson '25, Carl
Cluthe '25. To our knowledge, Brother
Forstall has not missed an initiation in
thirty-five years.

With the passing of the snow from
South Mountain, we are turning our at
tention from a successful season of win
ter activities to those of the coming
spring. We had an opportunity to ob
serve Lehigh's star swimmer. Brother
McCarthy, flash his usual sensational
style when he recently broke the record
for the 50 yard dash at the West Point
Pool. Brothers Forstall and Evers have
been wrestling for the freshmen, showing
unusual ability at the ancient sport.
Brother Chaffee performed very ably with
the freshman basketball team. The
bright spring weather of the past few
days has encouraged our lacrosse repre
sentatives to shake the cobwebs from
their implements of modern warfare as

they limber up for this method of sui
cide. Brothers Caskey, Evers, Clark, and
Reynolds will represent the Eta in this
Indian pastime.

Hoeace T. Reynolds,
Asso<}iate Editor.

TAU�University of Pennsylvania
(No communication received)

MU�University of Minnesota
AT the present time the Mu is nearing nounce the pedging of an excellent

the close of a very successful and class. The list reads as follows :

enjoyable quartei. Following a hectic Class of 1930
ten days of rushing we were able to an- Richard Bates Minneapolis, Minn.
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James W. Moore St. Paul, Minn.
Class of 1931

Theodore W. Bennett . Minneapolis, Minn.
John G. McNutt, Jr. .Minneapolis, Minn.
H. Elmer Westmoreland

Minneapolis, Minn.
William W. Foshay. .Minneapolis, Minn.
James E. Orme, Jr St. Paul, Minn.
Charles R. Arenschield HI

Philadelphia, Pa.
William H. Ball Fargo, N. D.
Donald L. Melin Lindstrom, Minn.
J. Floyd Glasgow Clarinda, la.
Gordon P. Loomis ....Minneapolis, Minn.
William P. Loomis . . Minneapolis, Minn.
Albert F. Schuster Rochester, Minn.
After sufficient time had elapsed to

recuperate from the effects of a strenu
ous rushing season the Chapter gave an

Informal party for the pledgemen which
was enjoyed by hosts and guests alike.
A short time ago we had our parents'

reception at the Chapter house, a func
tion designed to acquaint the parents of
the freshmen with the active chapter.
The Mu is now the proud possessor of

a trophy symbolic of the inter-fraternity
swimming championship. By an over

whelming margin our mermen annexed
the title which has been for years con

sidered the private property of a rival

aggregation.
With the close of the winter quarter,

the Mu loses one of its ablest members.
Bob Sands will gain the coveted sheep
skin within a very few days and leave
the ranks of the active chapter much to
our dismay.
The active chapter felt very much at

home at the Garrick Club play, "Outward
Bound," inasmuch as Brothers Sands,

Walker and Womrath played prominent
parts in the production.
The Mu celebrated Washington's birth

day by being host to R. Bourke Corcoran,
Omega '15, of the Evecutive Council.
We enjoyed his visit very much and we

sincerely hope that the enjoyment was

mutual.
ALUMNI notes

Two alumni of the Mu have recently
announced their Intentions of submit
ting to the shackles. Bob Budd '28,
manager of the Northland Transporta
tion Company, has announced his engage
ment to Miss Dorothy Bell, of Waco,
Texas. Ed. Sands '28 has announced
his engagement to Miss Winifred Boss-
hard of Winona, Minn.
We sincerely mourn the loss of Albert

F. Pratt '93. Brother Pratt was at
the time of his death attorney general
of the state of Minnesota.
Marsh Kless has returned to St. Paul

and is with the General Electric Com

pany, refrigeration division.
An alumni luncheon club has recently

been organized by Psi U alumni of the
Twin Cities and is now in full swing.
The club meets every Wednesday at
12 : 15 in the Cabin Room of Donaldson's
and has an average attendance of about
forty alumni. At the last meeting, the
members were addressed by Bro. Jack
Harrison, a member of Minnesota's first
football team and at present a candidate
for the chairmanship of the Hennepin
County Republican Organization. Alumni
of other chapters, who number about one-
fourth of the Psi U alumni residing in
the Twin Cities, are very active in the
new club.

Maueice H. Steothman, II,
Associate Editor.

RHO�University of Wisconsin
rpHE advent of the new semester marks
�*� the completion of another sucessful

year in the annals of the Rho. The
last fall term found Psi U men engaged
in every activity on the campus. This

trend toward participation in all frater

nity affairs was again evidenced last
week when the Rho won third place in
the intramural basketball tournament.
Edward Powers, captain of the House

bowling team, was a member of the Uni
versity of Wisconsin bowling team which
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won the Western Conference bowling
tournament two weeks ago.

The Varsity golf team will be materi

ally strengthened this spring by the eligi
bility of Brother John Marshall. Said

person holds the Maple Bluff record, a

difficult course over which the state

tournaments are usually played.
Initiation on the seventeenth of March

welcomed a splendid class of six new

brothers into the bonds. The role reads :

Class of 1930

E. Frederick Murphy . . Green Bay, Wis.

Class of 1931

Mark J. Schmitz Madison, Wis.
Edward D. Main Evanston, 111.
Tullius Brady Brookhaven, Miss.
Marc J. Musser Streator, HI.
Richard W. Krieg Burlington, la.

During the closing days of last semes
ter the Rho was honored by the presence
of Brother Charles P. Spooner, Rho '94,
and Brother E. H. Naylor, Zeta '09, both
members of the Executive Council. Resi
dent Alumni and out-of-town members
of the Alumni Trustee Board came to
Madison on the evening of January 25

for the purpose of meeting the visiting
Executive members and disposing of
some incidental Chapter business.

alumni notes

Wesley Walker '26 now associated with
the Linde Air Products Company, spent
several days in Madison on business.
Richard Marshall '20 embarked on the

matrimonial sea. Mrs. Richard Marshall,
formerly Miss Lucy Witaker, was a mem

ber of the Delta Gamma sorrority. They
are spending their honeymoon in New
Orleans.
Reiss White '28 is in business with

his brother Morgan White in Milwaukee.

Tommy Hodges '27 now attending the

University of Chicago, came up over

the week end of February 25th together
with two brothers of the Omega.
Russel Lasche '27 and Chandler Busby

'27 of Milwaukee have organized a com

mercial air ship corporation which is
backed by several prominent Milwau
kee business men. In bringing back their
first plane from New York, Bussel made
the first non-stop flight from that city to

Milwaukee, stopping over only at Phila

delphia. ^ T �

Geoege La Budde,
Associate Editor.

EPSILON�University of California
(No communication received)

OMICRON�University of Illinois
TIHE Omicron has just completed a very

successful function, the initiation of

eight men into membership in Psi Up
silon. These happy and worthy boys are:

Class of 1930

Francis E. Harrold Decatur, 111.
John Breakenridge Templeton

Hinsdale, 111.

Class of 1931

Edwin Willis Brown . . Bloomington, 111.
James Frederick Croft. . .LaGrange, 111.
Edward Everett Emrick, Jr. .Ottawa, 111.
David Stephens Hughes Harvey, 111.

Wilbur James McEdwards . . Chicago, 111.
Theodore Harry McKee Harvey, HI.

The formal banquet was held on the

evening of March 10 at the chapter house
under the direction and excellent shower
of wit produced by E. L. Murphy '07, our
toastmaster. Everyone enjoyed the

timely speeches of Brothers Green and
Rankin. Also we had the pleasure of

hearing a few remarks from some of our
more recent alumni, in fact so recent
that many of the boys can remember
their gentle reproaches while they were

just undergraduates. We are referring
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to Brothers R. R. Hughes, W. E. Rogan,
R, R. Belt, and S. H. Ambrose, who really
helped to make the occasion a success

for both the old and new brothers. We
wish that some of our brothers from
other chapters would drop in on one of
these sessions that make us appreciate
our fraternity.
Brother Webster has gained sufficient

points on the Illinois swimming team to
more than win a major I. He has com

peted in all meets and was first to the
finish line in all but two dashes this
semester. Brother Fish as captain of
the Varsity golf team is training his
cohorts to make "birdies" their second
nature. We expect as good results from
our men who "understand that little
white marble" this year as last, when

they won the conference title. We hope
for good weather and long drives.
Our formal spring party is to be given

on April 14. We promise a good time.
The chapter purposely did not choose

Friday the I3th because they did not
want the superstitious brothers or alum
ni brothers to stay away. This does not

give you an invitation but a summons.

TVTTTH initiation over at which event

nine men joined the fold, the broth
ers are watching anxiously the slow ap
proach of spring. Already the old relics
that have been littering up the back

yard are beginning to take on their
duties of carrying the brothers to various
southern campi. On week-ends now there
is an atmosphere of desolation hovering
about the house; only a select few can

be found bending over their books. With

the advent of spring the college seems to
awaken from a deep slumber that it is
forced into by the impassible roads,
which are the only practical means of

leaving Williamstown during the long
winter months. But with this new life
there is a very evident strengthening of

the morale of the chapter. The various
brothers are attacking their campus du-

We look forward to and expect a large
delegation from the alumni for this
"week-end convention."

Although we are sorry to lose one of
our brothers from the chapter, we wish
to congratulate Brother Fred Nichols Jr.

upon his recent marriage to Miss Helen
Gloss of Elgin, 111. The Omicron also
has another hole in the ranks, which
we cannot help but regret in the loss
of Brother Elliott who has transferred
to the University of Chicago. We hope
that these two brothers will not forget
their classmates.

One of our freshmen, Mr. Ainsworth,
is in unusually good standing with the

chapter after being pledged by Phi Eta

Sigma, the freshman honorary scholastic
society. Also we have a new prospect
in our firm, Mr, Stanley Logan of Chi
cago, who was recently pledged.
The brothers of the Omicron hope to

meet and renew many old acquaintances
at the National Convention in Chicago
which we are anxiously awaiting.

LOBEN J. ROVTELL,
Associate Editor.

ties and competitions in a very gratifying
way. Brother Whittlesey has just fin
ished what seems to be a sucessful as

sault on the basketball managership;
Brother Meade is starting the track com

petition. Brothers Smith and Ballou are

on the baseball squad which is working
out in the cage. Brother Ross will fill
his usual berth on the lacrosse team, of
which Bud French is the manager.
Brothers Hood, Tierney and Graffln look
like logical candidates to help out Ross,
in their own perculiar way. Brothers
Keep and Bergen, although the former
is now taking a vacation in Florida with
the able guidance of Bob Greer, will soon
be out for track. Brother Chase will
take his usual place as ranking player
on the tennis team. Brother French,
next year's president of the Boys Club,

DELTA DELTA�Williams College
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has been doing great work among the

younger lads of the community. Tbe
house had a monopoly on the freshman

swimming team with Brothers Stewart,
Romaine, Shaw, Letchworth and Wheeler
as regulars. Ballou received a letter in

hockey. Many others of the brothers
continue in their various offices.

We have been quite fortunate in having
several visits and calls from the alumni,
a thing that we hope will become more

of a custom than it has been in the past.
Brother Hutchinson has been with us

while writing his new books and has,
with his piano-playing, informal talks,
and good-fellowship, been a very stimu

lating influence upon the house. Bill

Kennedy spent a week up here resting
up before starting upon his new job of

promulgating a group of magazines. We

certainly enjoyed that only too limited
a stay. Brother Charlie Cutler dropped
in for a while to see if things were

going all right. Brother Atwood came

/CONTRARY to its usual practice, the
^ Theta Theta recently pledged a

junior, Jack Griffin, of Hollywood, Calif,,
and also Mason Clingan, '31, of Seattle,
a transfer from Oregon.
As the end of the winter quarter ap

proaches, the members of the Theta

Theta are busy preparing for final ex

ams. Last quarter the chapter lost only
one man. 'This quarter we hope to do

even better, which is quite an undertak

ing due not only to the raising of schol

arship standards at Washington, but

also to the presence of new and untried
instructors in several departments. How
ever, we expect some relief from books
with the customary party the last night
of college.
Several of the brothers have been out

on verious activity tours. Bill McPher-

son escorted winning basketball teams to

Bellingham, Yakima, and Vancouver,
acting as manager on the trips. Norval

up with the Brown swimming team for
the New England Intercollegiates which
were held at Williamstown this year.
Archie Van Buren and Cog Gibbons of
last year's senior delegation have also
been in town. Several of the Brothers
have been receiving highly colored postal
cards from VanzwoU, who is going
around the world. Brother Johnny Por

ter, who unfortunately had to leave us,
is in New York trying to decide whether
to take up aviation or continue with his

newspaper work. He probably would be

overjoyed to hear from any of the broth
ers in the city that might have some

opening for writing ability. We ask this
favor merely to keep him out of the avia
tion. With the warm weather we expect
many visits from you Alumni. Come up
and see us; we always enjoy it. And

anyone that can't get up this way,
write us and let us know what you are

doing. Henet I, Ballou,
Associate Editor.

Rader just returned from a week's sing
ing on the stage in Vancouver, B, C,
in a college quartet. Perry Hack is still

away with the varsity basketball squad
at Los Angeles. Washington lost the
Pacific Coast title last night to Univer

sity of Southern California by a close

game, 27-26.

Spring is making definite appearances
here now, and bringing with it its char
acteristic sports. Brother "King" Cornu
is turning out for baseball manager. Sev

eral of the brothers entered in an intra
mural track meet held last week and
made good showings. Art Gourlay win

ning a gold medal by taking first in
the 440. Psi U placed a high third in

the meet. Spring football starts April 2,
and for it Johnny Flannagan, Hank Ba

con, and Mason Clingan are preparing.
Varsity track will have its first time
trials Monday. Bill Shelly, Graham
Smith, and Tom Humes (all lettermen).

THETA THETA�University ofWashington
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and Art Gourlay, Fen Riley, Paul
(Zeter) Woelfel, and others are train

ing for this try-out. As the time for
the California race approaches, the crew

turnouts become stiffen Stan (Little
"Eppy") Valentine has a good chance
for a port seat on the JayVee, and

Shorty Orr may be varsity coxswain.
Jack Valentine is having some tough
competition, and it is hard to say
whether or not he'll row on the first or
second crew. Vine Henry is taking up
fencing here, and tells us that this sport
may become well-known and popular at
Washington in the near future.

We have had both the annual Mothers'

Banquet and Fathers' Dinner. After
the Fathers' Dinner, most of the parents
escorted their sons to the boxing matches
to see Washington defeat University of
California,

Two weeks ago the quartet from "Hit
the Deck," a popular musical comedy, ate
dinner at the House and entertained the
brothers with some good selections.

The question of having a delayed rush

ing system at Washington came up last
week. As it has always done in the past,
the Theta Theta disapproved of the

proposition, feeling that the University
of Washington is not prepared at the

present time for such a system.
The general health of the Chapter has

been excellent this winter. Last year at

this time about a third of the active
brothers were laid up with colds, but at

present writing, only one, Brother Bill

Reed, is under the weather.

TVpU Chapter hopes soon to initiate two
�'-^ of their many promising pledges,
Tom Mulcahy, who is the son of an old

Psi U, and Pete Aylen. The ceremony

was to have been held, in fact, on March

6th, but Tom Mulcahy unfortunately con

tracted a case of mumps at the critical

moment. As the disease is not often

fatal, and as the brethren are praying

Alumni Notes

The alumni lunches downtown on Fri

day noons, at which two active brothers
are present, are working out well. At
the last one a straw vote was taken on

the coming city election. The decision
was that the present mayor should hold
her office, for in doing so. Matt CConner
(Theta Theta '17) would probably re

tain his job as secretary to the mayor.

Tully Bragg (Theta Theta '24), who
is now in Portland, recently had a baby
daughter added to his household.

Byron (Scud) Lane, Theta Theta '26,
has recently returned to the city and will

probably practice law.

Jim Lee, Theta Theta '30, dropped in
for a few hours last week. He has been
connected with the Southern Pacific R. R.
in Portland, but now intends to go into
the lumber business.
Alexander Peabody, Chi '18, who is

general manager of the Puget Sound

Navigation Company, was out to the
House the other day to get better ac

quainted.
Harvey Barrager, Theta Theta '28, who

is engaged in newspaper work in Juneau,
Alaska, visited the Chapter last Monday.
Two of the Collard alumni have taken

up permanent residence in the city. Ben,
Theta Theta '20, is distributing agent for
Ford cars in Idaho, Montana and Wash

ington; Harry, Theta Theta '22, sells
auto insurance for the Pacific Finance

Company.
Thos. R. Ingham,

Associate Editor.

for the sufferer, both Tom and Pete will

probably be Psi U's when this reaches
the reader.
Aside from this misfortune, the broth

ers are just as happy as a cow. The
annual dance was held on Wednesday,
February 15, under the experienced man

agement of Don Farquharson, and went
over as big as ever. The annual dinner.

NU�University of Toronto
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on the Saturday night following, was

attended by an unprecedentedly large
number of graduates, and was further

distinguished by the presence of Avery
Hallock, Xi '16, of the Executive Coun

cil, who brought us a welcome message
from the chapters in the United States.
On this occasion, also, Brother Polly Ger

man, an old Chi Delta Psi, was admitted
to Psi Upsilon.
As was expected, the Varsity Grads.

hockey team, on which the Nu has four

representatives. Jack Porter, Joe Sulli

van, Frank Sullivan, and Stuffy Mueller,
snaffled the hockey championship of the
world at the Olympic games, right from
all the crowned heads of Europe, There
were no goals scored against the Grads,,
because both the goalkeepers were

Psi U's,
As for hockey at home, Mel B[arley

has been starring on the Varsity senior
team. Alec Carrick plays on the Juniors,
and Jim Johnson subs for the Interme
diates, In its first game in the interfra

ternity hockey schedule, the Nu admin
istered a severe defeat to Kappa Sigma
the other day.

Don Carrick and Ross Anderson are

just completing a year as Athletic Di
rector and Social Director, respectively,
of the University College Literary and
Athletic Society, Frank Burton has won
the Jardine Memorial Prize for poetry.
The installation, on March 17, of the

Epsilon Phi Fraternity of Montreal, as

a chapter of Psi Upsilon, is a cause of

rejoicing to the brothers in Toronto.
Henceforth, when we visit our sister uni

versity, McGill, we will be no longer
homeless, but will repair to the Psi U

house, there to indulge in the delights
and amenities of fraternity life. No

longer wUl we be the sole outpost of
civilization in the lonely wilds of Can
ada, but on the long winter nights, as

the wolves howl in the snowdrifts about
our windows, we will know that only
three hundred and forty-seven miles
away lies another band of brothers,
crouching over their fire and gnawing
bits of blubber, even as we. Truly, the
taming of the wilderness proceeds apace.

Feank Bueton,
Associate Editor.
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